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Dear Educator,
Thank you for your purchase! This is a bundle of decodable stories with controlled text. 
This book is compatible with Orton-Gillingham lessons or other reading interventions. 
The stories may be used in a 1:1 setting, small group or even whole class, depending on 
your needs. Please pay special attention to the Table of Contents. This is the order of 
instruction I recommend. You will notice the continued practice of each particular 
phonogram or spelling skill within the story. I also use the OG learned words (or red 
words, sight words) from level one within each story. *This stories start with just a 
letter, pictures to match the sound, and sound. So for A, students say, “A”, “apple” “/a/” 
(or the sound of short a). At the beginning of level one, there simply aren’t enough 
words to create whole sentences or stories. As the stories progress, you’ll see short 
sentences and full stories as more phonograms are introduced. I vary slightly from my 
O.G. progression in my digraph introduction. If you need a copy of the progression chart 
I follow, please email me at theliteracynest@gmail.com. As always, use the stories as 
they suit your students’ needs. Thank you so much for choosing my store for your 
classroom needs. Please be sure to leave feedback on this resource. It helps me, and 
future customers. Plus, you’ll earn credit towards future purchases!
Emily Gibbons, M.Ed. I.D.A. Certfied Dyslexia Practitioner 
Orton-Gillingham trained A/AOGPE (IMSLEC accredited)
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Terms of Use: Please Read! You have license for the original and the digital. 
The purchase of this digital resource by Emily Gibbons The Literacy Nest, LLC 
is a limited license for your personal or classroom use. You may utilize this 
resource for each of your students. This product may not be copied and 
distributed outside of the scope of your classroom or tutoring facility. This 
product may not be uploaded to the internet or stored in a public retrieval 
system outside of the scope of the project itself. 

You MAY NOT upload to a website to share with other people, send via email 
or links to other people that are not your students for the express purpose 
of this activity. Additional licenses may be purchased for a significant 
discount if you would like to share this resource with someone else. 

The Google Slides templates included in this resource may not be used to 
create something new, and or, distributed in any way without written 
consent from the author, Emily Gibbons. If you have any questions 
pertaining to the limited license for this product, please contact 
theliteracynest@gmail.com

mailto:theliteracynest@gmail.com
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How does this digital resource work? 
It’s a Google slides presentation that teachers and 
tutors can use for teaching in their Orton-Gillingham
lessons. If you haven’t created a free Google 
account, you will need to do that before beginning 
to use this digital resource. 
BEFORE you begin editing/working in your digital 
resources:
• It is VERY important to first save a copy of the file, 

on your own Google Drive first. 
• The original file is set to “View Only” so you can’t 

edit the original one. 
• You must make a copy in order to have editing 

ability, which in this case would mean taking one 
page of slides and pasting it to your own lesson 
presentation. Then, share that copy with your 
students, but only allow them to have viewing 
capability (not editing). 

• Online Teachers and tutors: If you only need one 
passage. then copy/paste the slide you want and 
us it in your own presentation for your students. 

• Remember to review my terms of use. Thank you!
CLICK HERE FOR THE MASTER DIGITAL COPY. 

***PLEASE REMEMBER TO MAKE A COPY AND 
SAVE IT TO YOUR GOOGLE DRIVE ACCOUNT!

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1B4s_kJGt1gEwdnHRMuj_Cy9pEvZr2uoxpJRSe7UOqgc/edit?usp=sharing


Page # Story Skill
Level One Level One Level One

10 a a
11 b b
12 c c
13 f f
14 h h
15 i i
16 j j
17 k k
18 Jam m
19 To The Map p
20 Tip t
21 Gab The Pig g
22 Bob o
23 A Fat Rat r
24 Lil The Lab l
25 Nan n
26 A Big Bug u
27 Ed e
28 Seth and Sam s

29 Dash The Dog d

30 The Thin Path Digraph th

31 A Bad Rash Digraph sh
32 Chimp Chat Digraph ch
33 The Big Win w
34 Wham! digraph wh
35 A Bad Spill FLOSS Rule
36 Sled Club Initial L Blends

37 Stan Initial S Blends
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Page # Story Skill

38 Class Trip Initial R Blends

39 Hink Pinks Final S Blends

40 The Glad Elf Final L Blends

41 Jump! Final M and N Blends

42 Shrimp Initial Three Letter Blends

43 The Same Game VCe (long a)

44 A Cake On A Bike? VCe (long i)

45 The Lost Bone VCe (long o)

46 The Cute Mule VCe (long u)

47 Eve And Steve VCe (long e)

48 Lake Jobe VCe Review

49 Yip And Yap y

50 The Red Van v

51 Zip! Zap! z

52 The Lost Rabbit VC/CV

53 Pancake Time VC/CVCe

Level Two Level Two Level Two

55 Let’s Go Home! monosyllables

56 Tang -ng

57 Thanks! -nk

58 Time To Fly y (long i) cry

59 The Fox Hole x

60 Quints qu

61 Duck At The Pond digraph ck

62 Last One To Hatch -tch

63 The Candy Shop -y (long e)

64 Rain Date ai

65 May I Play? ay

66 The Meet and Greet ee

67 An Extreme Dream ea
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Page # Story Skill
68 Carl, The Starfish ar

69 The Tree Fort or
70 Was Or Was Not? -ind, -ild, -old, -ost

71 A Boat On The Coast oa

72 Herb, My Pet Monster er

73 Sea Urchins ur
74 The Birthday Bird ir

75 Tic-Tac-Toe oe
76 The Black Crow ow
77 The Rented Van -ed /ed/
78 The Backyard Bash -ed/d/

79 Ducks On The Pond -ed /t/

80 Summer Day Review all 3 sounds of -ed

81 In The Mood For Food oo (food)

82 The Lost Book oo (book)
83 Sing A Tune u-e (true)
84 Old Brown Cow ow
85 A Trip To The Valley ey

86 Found On The Ground ou

87 Fall Softball Game -all

88                Level Three Level Three Level Three
89 Planting In The Soil oi

90 A Shy Boy oy
91 High Flying Kites -igh

92 Playing Outfield ie (piece)
93 A Birthday Pie ie pie
94 The Phone: Then and Now ph

95 Bake That Bread! ea /e/

96 Steak On The Grill ea /a/
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Page # Story Skill

97 Friday Test Open syllables

98 Tulips For Spring Long u /oo/

99 Class Election -tion

100 Butterfly Observation -tion (three syllable words)

101 Television -sion

102 Cindy and Her Cat Hard and soft C

103 Grumpy Gene Hard and soft G

104 A Nose Is To Sniff s /z/ nose

105 Vancouver ou \oo\

106 August Auction au August

107 A Hawk In The Woods aw (saw)

108 Alaska Trek Schwa A (Alaska)

109 If Wishes Were Fishes -es plurals

110                Level Four Level Four Level Four

111 Apple Crumble consonant + le

112 A Case Of The Fidgets -dge

113 Haircuts For Ewes ew

114 The Strewn News grew

115 Driving To The Fair Silent e rule

116 Ponies And Candies Y rule

117 Painting The Ceiling ei

118 Reindeer ei

119 Winning The Game doubling rule

120 Sleigh Ride eigh

121 Rescue Dogs ue

122 Give Me A Clue ue

123 Teach Me To Type y-e

124 Euros In Europe eu
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Page # Story Skill

125 Dr. Seuss eu

126 Bruiser ui

127 Poetry In Motion V/V

128                 Level Five Level Five Level Five

129 Fort Knox kn

130 An Autumn Climb mb and mn

131 Could It Be A Ghost? gh

132 Pesky Groundhog gn

133 The Quirky Guide gu

134 Psychic Minds ps

135 Write or Type? wr

136 The Vehicle Exhibit Silent h (Initial and medial)

137 Listen! Silent t (initial and medial)

138 A Newborn Calf Silent l medial

139 Christmas Time ch /k/

140 Chicago ch /sh/

141 Greek Myths y /i/

142 Coastal Crash schwa –al and -et

143 A Day Off schwa –om and -on

144 Mother’s Day schwa o (short u)

145 On The Radio i /e-o/

146 The Antique Shop -que /k/

147 Walter The Watchdog a /o/

148 The Thoughtful Daughter aught and ought

149 Finding Caterpillars ar /er/

150 A New Inventor or /er/

151 Warthogs war

152 Skateboarding oar
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Page # Story Skill

153 WWW wor /er/

154 Earth’s Water ear /er/

155 A Miracle ir /eer

156 Build Your Vocabulary ary

157 Forty-Three ti and ci

158 Touchdown! ou /u/

159 Garbage Woes -age

160 The Thrift Shop ain

161 Nature Adventure -ture

162 Hero or Villian? ous

163 Presentation Jitters -ance

164 The Science Fair -ence

165 Theatrical Performance -cal

166 A National Memorial -ial

167 A Glorious Palace -our

168 Surprise Party -iate and -ate

169 Magic Magician -cian

170 The New Couch -able

171 A New Convertible? -ible

172 Lights And Display Contest -ive

173 The Lost Necklace -ace

174 Notice At The Office -ice

175 Bakery Mystery -ery

176 College Tour -ory

177 The Medicine Heroine -ine

178 One In A Million -ion

179 Terms of Use

180 Credits



a /a/

a /a/

a /a/

a /a/

a /a/

A a
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B b

b /b/

b /b/

b /b/

b /b/

b /b/
11
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C c

c /k/

c /k/

c /k/

c /k/

c /k/
12
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F f

f /f/

f /f/

f /f/

f /f/

f /f/
13
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H h

h /h/

h /h/

h /h/

h /h/

h /h/
14
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I i

i /i/

i /i/

i /i/

i /i/

i /i/
15
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Jj

j /j/

j /j/

j /j/

j /j/

j /j/
16
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K k

k /k/

k /k/

k /k/

k /k/

k /k/
17
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M m
m /m/

m /m/

m /m/

m /m/

Jam
“Jam the cab,” said Kim.
“Jam a ham,” said Jim.
“Jam the jib,” said Cam. 

said, the, a

18
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P p
p /p/

p /p/

p /p/

p /p/

To The Map
“To the map!” said Pam.
“To the cap!” said Cam.
“To the jam!” said Jim.
“To the ham!” said Kim. 

said, the, to

19
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T t
t /t/

t /t/

t /t/

t /t/

Tip
Tip the cat was at the mat. 
“Pat Tip,” said Tim.
Pat, pat, pat a cat at the mat.

said, the, a, was
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G g
g /g/

g /g/

g /g/

g /g/

Gab The Pig
Gab the pig was at the bag. 
Jam and ham were at the bag.
Gab bit at the ham. 
Gab hit the jam. 
Gab was a fat pig!

the, a, was, were

21
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O o
o /o/

o /o/

o /o/

o /o/

Bob
Bob was at the job. 
Bob got a big mop. 
Mop the gob, Bob. 
Mop the mat, Bob.  

the, a, was

22
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R r
r /r/

r /r/

r /r/

r /r/

A Fat Rat
The fat rat was on a rug.
The fat rat sat on a bag. 
The fat rat sat on a rag. 

Rip! Rip! Rip! 

the, a, was

23
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L l
l /l/

l /l/

l /l/

l /l/

Lil The Lab
Lil was a lab. 
Lap, Lil, lap.

Lug the bag to the log, Lil.
Lug, Lil, lug.
Lil was a pal.

the, a, was

24
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N n
n /n/

n /n/

n /n/

n /n/

Nan
Nan ran to the log.
Nan ran to a fan.
Nan ran to a bin.
Nan ran to a bog.

Run, Nan, run!

the, a, to

25
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U u
u /u/

u /u/

u /u/

u /u/

A Big Bug
A big bug on a fan,
A big bug on a rug,
A big bug on a pig,
A big bug on a jug.

Can the big bug hop?
Hop, bug, hop!

the, a, was

26
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E e
e /e/

e /e/

e /e/

e /e/

Ed
Peg and Ed met at the bog.
Peg got a bug on the leg.

The bug bit the leg.
Ed and Peg got a net.

Ed and Peg got the bug.
The bug was in the net.

the, a, was

27
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S s
the, was, to

s /s/

s /s/

s /s/

s /s/

Seth and Sam
The sun was up. Seth sat up. 

Seth got a tap on the chin. It was the 
pet rat, Sam. Sam was up. Sam got 
Seth a bag. The bag had ham in it. 
Seth got the ham to Sam. Sam the rat 
got the ham. Seth and Sam sat.    

28
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D d
the, was

d /d/

d /d/

d /d/

d /d/

Dash The Dog
Chad got Dash the dog. Dash the 

dog was not a bad dog. Dash did run, 
sit, beg and sip. The pals did run, sit 
and sip. Chad did not beg. Chad and 
Dash did dip in the bog. That was not 
fun. Chad and Dash did run. Chad and 
Dash had fun. 29
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Digraph th the, a, is, to

The Thin Path
Seth ran on a thin path. The thin path 

had a big log. On the log sat a moth. “That 
moth is not well,” said Seth. Seth did get that 
moth on the log. 

Then, Seth ran on the thin path with 
the moth. Seth and the moth got bugs and sat 
on a red cloth to rest.

Seth did skip on the thin path with the 
moth. Just then, a log fell and went, “Thud!” 
Seth did run fast and left that sad moth. 
--------------------------------------------

Draw a picture of Seth and the moth.

30
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Digraph sh the, a, is, was, said

A Bad Rash
Shell had fish and chips on a ship.  Shell 

was not well. Shell got a red rash on the leg 
and chin. Mom said, “This is a bad rash.” Mom 
got Shell a red pill. Shell did rest in bed.

When Shell got up, the rash was not 
bad. “The rash is not on the leg and chin,” 
Mom said. 
“That rash was bad, but the red pill did get it 
well,” said Shell.
Shell was glad the rash was not bad. Shell had 
fun on the ship. 
--------------------------------------------

Draw a picture of Shell and her rash.

31
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Digraph ch the, a, was, to, said

Chimp Chat

Rich had a pet chimp. The chimp was a 
pal to Rich. Rich went to run on a path. That 
chimp did not run.  That chimp was not thin. 
Thud went the chimp on the bed. The chimp 
had to rest.

Rich said, “Did the rest help?” 
The chimp said, “Jup! Jup!”
Rich said, “Let us run on the path!”
The chimp said, “Jip! Jip!”

Then Rich and the chimp pal did run on 
the path. Rich had fun. That chimp had fun.  
--------------------------------------------

Draw a picture of Rich and the chimp.

32
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W w
the, was, to

w /w/

w /w/

w /w/

w /w/

The Big Win
Chet had a wish. Chet did wish 

to win the dash. Chet will run and run 
fast  to win the dash. Was Chet set to 
win? Dash, Chet, dash! Dash to win at 
the end. Chet did win! Chet was glad 
the wish was met.

33
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Digraph wh a, is, to

Wham!
Wham is to slam, 
A whelp is a pup,
A whop is to hit,

And a whim is fun.

A whisk is to mix,
A whip can hit,

A whiff is a sniff,
And a whit is just a bit.

--------------------------------------------
Draw a picture of a whelp, a whisk , and a whip.
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was, of, the, a, to

A Bad Spill

Buzz had a lot of stuff in the bag. Milk 
did spill in the bag. Buzz did not spot the milk 
spill. Buzz did fill the bag with a lot of stuff.

The bag got a bad smell. Buzz did sniff. 
Buzz did whiff. Was that the bag with that 
bad smell? Buzz did spot the milk spill. It had 
a BAD smell!

Buzz got a rag to get rid of the milk 
spill and smell. The bag still had a bad smell. 
Buzz did grab the bag with the smell. That 
bag still had a bad smell. Buzz did drop the 
bag in the trash. Then Buzz did jog to the 
shop to get a fresh bag. That bag did not 
smell. 
--------------------------------------------

Highlight all the FLSSZZ words in 
35
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Initial L Blends                       the, a, was, is

Sled Club
Bess was in a sled club. Bess slid the 

sled to the club. Miss Bass was on a sled. Miss 
Bass and Bess did slip and flip on the slush. 
The sled was a mess! 

Then Bess and Miss Bass slid on the 
sled on a hill. The sled did flip and flop on the 
hill. Bess did slip on a slab. Miss Bass did flip in 
the slush. It was a mess!
Bess and Miss Bass had a chat. Bess and Miss 
Bass had a plan. 

The plan was to not slip and flip on the 
sled. Bess and Miss Bass got on the sled and 
did whiz on the hill. Not a slip or a flip was 
had.  
--------------------------------------------

Highlight all the words with an L blend in .

36
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Initial S Blends                        the, a, was

Stan
Stan had a pal, Dan. Stan and Dan were 

on a trek in a van to a bog. Stan and Dan did 
get off the van. Stan did step on scum and 
had a skid. Dan did scan the bog to snag a 
slug. 

Stan and Dan did stop on a log. The log 
had a slug on it. Stan did flip the slug, but had 
to skid on the log. The slug did slip off. 
Dan said, “Stan! Was the slug on the log?” 

Stan did nod. Stan and Dan did scan the 
log to spot a frog, but did not spot a pad. Stan 
and Dan did trek to the van with not a slug 
and not a frog.    
--------------------------------------------

Highlight all the words with an S blend in .
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Initial R Blends                        the, a, were

Class Trip
Brad and Brit were on a class trip. 

Brad and Brit got on a tram and did trek with 
the class. When the class did get to the spot, 
Brad and Brit did brag. Brad did trap a big 
crab. Brit did grab and trap a big clam.

Brad and Brit did grip the clam and the 
crab. The big crab did grip Brad. The big clam 
did grip Brit. Brad and Brit did fret. 

Brad and Brit had to drop the crab and 
the clam. The class did trek to the tram. Brad 
and Brit were mad on the class trip. 
------------------------------------

Draw a picture of Brad and Brit on the trip.

38
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Final S Blends                            the, a

Hink Pinks

The ask mask,
A risk whisk,
A crisp wisp,

The clasp grasp.

The best vest,
A nest pest,
A last mast,

The twist fist.

The dust gust,
A rest test,
A last cast,

The blast past. 
------------------------------------

Draw a picture of one of the hink pinks.

39
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Final L Blends                           the, a, was

The Glad Elf
The glad elf sat on a shelf. The elf did 

get off the shelf to grab a glass of milk. The 
glad elf did gulp the milk, and will skip off to 
get a belt. 

The glad elf felt a tug. It was a cat 
with a soft pelt. The glad elf was a smug elf. 
“Do not gulp this elf, cat,” the glad elf did yelp 
with a grin. “Sniff that dish and get the fish.” 
The cat did sulk and got the fish. 

The glad elf said to himself, “That cat 
did not help to get a belt.” The glad elf got up 
on the shelf with no cat and had a rest. 
-------------------------------------

Draw a picture of the glad elf and the cat.

40
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Final M and N Blends                  the, a, was, were

Jump!

Jess went to the camp to swim. Jess 
was in a tent with Tiff. The pals set up a tent 
and went to swim in the pond. 

At dusk, the lamp Jess had was not lit. 
Tiff had to help mend the lamp.  The lamp was 
lit and the pals sat to rest. 

Tiff and Jess did wish the trip to the 
pond will not end. The pals did bond and were 
glad.
--------------------------------------------

Draw a picture of the tent and the lamp.

41
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Initial Three Letter Blends                  the, a, are

Shrimp
Shrimp are not big. 

Shrimp are not fish.

Shrimp swim and flip. 

Shrimp splish and splosh.

A shrimp will dip. 

A shrimp will not sprint. 

Shrimp will not scrub.

A Shrimp can not strum.
------------------------------------

Highlight all the three letter blends in yellow.
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VCe (long a)                             was, a, to, the

The Same Game

Jane and Dave had a big game to win. 
Jane will jump. Dave will run. Jane and Dave 
shake hands. The flag was up. The game was 
on.

Jane had a red cape and hat in the 
game. Jane jumps up, up, UP! Dave had the 
same red cape and hat. Dave will run fast, 
fast, FAST!

Did Jane win the game with jumps? 
Did Dave win the game with the run?

Dave and Jane win the same game!
Dave and Jane shake hands and wave.
------------------------------------

Draw a picture of Dave and Jane.

43
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VCe (long i)                                  the, to, a, was

A Cake On A Bike?
Mike had a white bike. Mike went on a 

bike ride. The bike went fast! The bike went 
fast up a hill. Then, Mike had a fine ride in a 
wide lot.

Next, Mike will take a ride to a cake 
shop. Mike did get a white cake with a name 
on it. The name was in red print. The white 
cake was a gift to Mike’s pal, Jake.

Will Mike take the cake on the bike?
Will Mike ride on the bike with a cake?

The cake shop will save the fine, white 
cake. Mike will not ride with the cake.  
-------------------------------------------

Highlight all the i-e words in yellow.
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VCe (long o)                                    the, a, was

The Lost Bone

Jake is a white pup. Jake will dig a hole 
and drop a bone in it. A stone was set in the 
hole with the bone. Jake will run with a twig. 
The pup will chase a snake. Then Jake will 
rest.

Next, Jake pokes the hole. The bone! 
Jake did miss the bone! Was it at home? Was 
it in the dome? Was it on the grass? 

It was in the hole! Jake will hit the 
stone, and dig in the hole. The bone was in the 
hole! Jake ate the whole bone up. The white 
pup was glad. Jake can rest.
--------------------------------------------

Highlight all the o-e words in yellow.
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VCe (long u)                                the, a, was

The Cute Mule

The cute mule did trot on the path. It 
did stop to sniff grass and ate a prune. It did 
clip clop up a huge hill. Then, the cute mule did 
rest.

Then, the cute mule did spot Jane. Jane 
was on the side of the huge hill with a lame 
leg. The lame leg had a bad scrape.

Jane will sit on the cute mule. The cute 
mule will take Jane on a ride to help. The cute 
mule will clip clop home with Jane. Jane did 
get help and the scrape got well. The cute 
mule was a huge help!
--------------------------------------------
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VCe (long e)                                                        the, a, was, were

Eve and Steve
Eve and Steve are pals. The pals made a 

game. The theme of the game was frogs. The 
game was at five at Frog Pond.

Eve chose a frog. It had thin legs and 
tan bumps. Eve gave it a fine name. 
The name was Zeke. 

Steve chose a frog. It had fat legs and 
red bumps. Steve gave it a fine name. 
The name was Pete.

Eve and Steve will line up Zeke and Pete 
for the big frog game at five. The frogs did 
jump fast. The frogs did hop in a maze. Zeke 
and Pete did win at the same time.  The frogs 
were fine!
---------------------------------------------
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VCe Review                               the, a, was, is

Lake Jobe
Eve and Kate did fill a huge, tote bag. 

The pals had a huge trip on a white plane to 
Lake Jobe. The lake was a fine spot to hike, 
fish and bike. Eve and Kate got to Lake Jobe
at five. 

Eve and Kate set up a fine tent and sat 
on a flat stone. The sun will set and the fire is 
not lit. Eve did strike a flare. Smoke did drift 
up. Then a huge flame came! At last, the pals 
did rest.

Next, Eve and Kate went to bed in the 
tent. The pals will swim, fish, hike and bike on 
a huge trip to Lake Jobe!
--------------------------------------------
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Y y
the, to

y /y/

y /y/

y /y/

y /y/

Yip And Yap 
When Chip did yip and yap at the 

yak, Thad did yell. Chip got sad. Thad 
did not wish to yell, but Chip got the 
yak mad. Thad and Chip sat on a log. 
Chip did spot the yak. Chip did not yip 
or yap at the yak. Thad did not yell. 
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V v
the, to

v /v/

v /v/

v /v/

v /v/

The Red Van
Vic and Val did drive the red van 

to Vat lake. Just then, the van got a 
flat tire. Vic and Val were sad. Will 
Vic and Val make it to Vat lake in the 
red van with a flat tire? Vic and Val 
had vim. The pals will stop the red van, 
get a tire, and drive to the Vat lake.
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Z z
z /z/

z /z/

z /z/

z /z/

Zip! Zap1
Zip, zap, zip
Zap, zip, zap

Zip zap, zip zap, zip, zip, ZIP! 
Zit, zap, zot 
Zot, zap, zip 

Zip zap, zip zap, zot zot!  
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VC/CV                                     the, a, was, were

The Lost Rabbit
Tess was a white rabbit with a tan 

spot. Tess left the rabbit hole to get Pete the 
piglet. 

Pete the piglet was a bit of a bandit. 
Pete the piglet did grab the muffin and hotdog 
on the cart. Pete the piglet and Tess the 
rabbit got to take a nip of muffin and a nip of 
hotdog. 

Then, a crash came! Tess the rabbit 
and Pete the piglet ran and ran fast to the 
hole. The pals were safe in the pigpen.
--------------------------------------------
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VC/CVCe the, a, is

Pancake Time

Wake up! Hop off the bed. Get the 
pancake mix. Grab a pan. It is pancake time.

Make the pan hot. Dump a bit of the 
mix inside the pan. It is not cupcake time. It is 
pancake time. 

The pancake is hot. Grab a plate. Then, 
take a napkin. It is not bedtime. It is pancake 
time. Time to dig in!

--------------------------------------------
Draw a picture of a plate of pancakes.
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Let’s Go Home!
We had gone on a huge trip to Cape Cod. 

Dad got to fish for scrod. He said he did not get 
one bite.  While Dad got to fish, Mom was glad to 
sit in the sunshine and sand to rest. She got a bad 
bug bite once and had to sit inside. She did not like 
that one bit. 

While at Cape Cod, Mom and Dad had sent 
Conrad to camp. He did not wish to swim in the pond 
at camp. One time, he had a bad dispute with a pal. 
He did wish to come to the sand and sunshine. We 
were glad Conrad left that camp.

While at Cape Cod, Justin was not well. He 
had some bad shrimp once and it made him ill. Justin 
had to admit it. “I wish I was home,” he said. We 
had a chat with Mom and Dad. We did like Cape Cod, 
but it was time to go home. When we left, we were 
so glad to pile in the van and wave!

--------------------------------------------
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-ng                                              once

Tang
Tang was a white rabbit. He had a wish 

to be long and slim. “I wish to be long and slim 
so I can dig and slip in the hole by the wide 
gate,” said Tang. But Tang was not long or slim. 
Tang was big and fat.

Once, Tang the white rabbit did bring a 
long rake. “This rake can dig a fine hole next to 
the wide gate,” said Tang. BANG! Went the rake. 
RING! Went the rake. BONG! Went the rake. 
Tang had bent the rake. He was upset. 

Tang the white rabbit did hop up the 
hillside at sunset. “I cannot get inside that 
hole,” said Tang. He was sad. The white rabbit 
went to bed and sang a song. “I wish that rake 
did not bend so I can dig that hole by the gate. 
I will sing a song and go to bed. I am still up, 
and it is late.” 
--------------------------------------------------
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-nk some, have

Thanks!
The sun did rise. Rink did blink and woke up. 

Rink got a drink at the sink, drank it, and sat on the 
bed. He had to get a gift for Hank, but he did not 
have cash. He said, “I will go to the bank to get 
some cash. Then I can get a gift for Hank.” 

Rink rode the bike to the bank. Honk! Honk! 
Went a van when it drove next to Rink. Rink was safe 
with a helmet. Rink got to the bank. “I will go in the 
bank and get some cash. Then I will grab a gift for 
Hank,” said Rink.

Rink did take some cash and said, “I will go 
to the shop and get a gift there.” Rink did spot a 
thing that will sing. “I think Hank will like this thing 
that can sing,” said Rink.

Rink rode the bike to Hank and gave him the 
gift. Hank did like the thing. “It sings! Thanks!” said 
Hank. Rink was glad Hank did like the gift.
--------------------------------------------------
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was, the, a

Time To Fly
I hate to fly on a plane. So when my 

Mom said we were to take a trip to Lake Brag, 
I had to cry. “No!” I said. “I will not try. I 
intend to be at home and I will not go!” 

Mom was upset. “Why not fly?” she 
said. “A plane can be fun. We will get a drink 
and some chips. When we get off the plane, we 
will drive to Lake Brag.” I was still upset. Why 
go on the trip? Why not drive? But Mom said 
no. It was time to fly. I just may cry.

I got on the plane and was still upset. 
Mom held my hand when the plane went up. I 
will try not to cry and be brave while I fly. 
--------------------------------------------
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The Fox Hole
Once, a fox did dig a hole for a den. 

The den was long and thin. It had a snug 
bed with six fox pups. She said, “I will go 
and hunt to get my pups some fish.”

She did go to a pond to hunt. The fox 
did spy a box next to the pond. Inside the 
box was a lot of fish! She did grab six fish 
when she did spot Max. Max had a Red Sox 
hat on. He held a strong ax and did not like 
Fox to take fish. 

Fox did try and escape with the fish. 
She ran fast to the hole. Max did chase, 
but he was not fast like Fox. Fox made it! 
She was safe in the hole with six pups. 
--------------------------------------
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Quints
A set of shy quints dwell next to my 

home. Quints are five kids. That is quite a lot of 
kids in one home! The quints, (or quintuplets) like 
to sing in a quintet. The quintet will sing a song 
that will make a Mom or Dad cry. 

Once, the quints had a quilt contest. One 
kid at a time did add one quilt square. The 
squares had flags on them. When the flag quilt 
was done, it was quite a prize. The quints did not 
sell it, but gave it to the Sunshine Club. The 
Sunshine Club did thank them. 

The quints did invite me once to come and 
bake with them. We made some white cupcakes. 
Then we got to frost them. The quints are quite 
shy, but I try my best to be a pal to them. 
-----------------------------------------------
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Digraph ck a, is, to

Duck At The Pond

Jack and Mack were at the pond. The 
pals did spot an old duck. It did not fly. It did not 
swim, but it did quack. A stone broke the duck’s 
wing. The old duck did try to flap, but did not 
fly. “Quick! Let’s help the duck!” said Jack. “Yes! 
Let’s get help!” said Mack.

Jack will drive the old truck to pick up 
Dad. Dad was a vet.
“Dad!” said Jack. “A duck is lame. Take the vet 
kit to help it get well.” Dad will help the duck. 
Jack and Dad drove back to the pond. 

Jack, Mack and Dad did check the old 
duck’s wing. Dad will take the duck in the truck 
to fix the wing. “Thanks, Dad!” said Jack. 
---------------------------------------------
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Last One To Hatch
Spring had come, and Nell did check 

the nest. She did hope to catch the last 
egg in the clutch to hatch. She had to spot 
a chick inside. It will take a long time to 
hatch. 

Then it was time! Nell did spot one 
egg left in the clutch. It made a twitch 
inside the nest. It did shake and twitch. 
Then she did spy a hole in the egg. The 
chick will peck and scratch. A chick came! 
It was wet, but then soft and dry. 

Nell went to fetch some scraps for 
the chick to nip on. The last chick came!
-----------------------------------------
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The Candy Shop
Wendy woke up happy. Wendy and 

Andy will take a trip to Monty’s Candy 
Shop. The two pals left at nine and rode 
bikes to Monty’s Candy Shop.

When the pals got to the entry at 
Monty’s Candy Shop, a yummy smell of 
candy did fill up the shop. Wendy and 
Andy did sniff and sniff. “Yummy!” said 
Andy! “Dandy!” said Wendy.

Will Wendy get some gummy 
drops? Will Andy get some gum? Wendy 
did think and got twenty gummy drops. 
Andy did think and got fifty sticks of 
gum! Yummy!
------------------------------------------------------
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ai do, for

Rain Date

It was nine o’clock AM and time for the 
train. Hank and Ming sat on the bench to wait. Hank 
had a backpack and Ming had a waist pack. Hank and 
Ming had a rain date for the big game. 

“When will the train get to this stop? I do 
not like to wait,” said Hank. 
“The train is said to come at nine ten AM,” said 
Ming. “It is not late yet.”

At nine ten, Hank and Ming did spy the sky. 
Rain drops went SPLOT! Hail went PING! PANG! The 
train went HONK! It was the train to the big game.

“Not rain!” Hank did yell.
“Not hail!” Ming did yell.

Hank and Ming let the train go by.
“I think we have a rain date fail,” said Hank and 
Ming.
--------------------------------------------------
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ay                                     to, too, there, you

May I Play?
It was a sunny day in May. The ray of 

sunshine shone on Jay’s home that day. Jay did wish 
to go play. But there was a problem. Jay broke a leg 
on Sunday. He was stuck inside with a cast. Jay had 
to go play, but will Mom say yes? 

Jay was on the bed, waiting for Mom. “Mom, 
may I go play? It’s a sunny day, and I hope to swing 
on the swing.” 

Mom did not nod with a yes. She said to him, 
“Jay, you broke a leg. You cannot swing on the swing. 
But you may sit on the bench and rest.”

“Sit on the bench and rest? That will be no 
fun.” Jay said sadly. Mom and Jay sat. Jay did not 
wish to wait that long. Will he get to play on the 
swing?

“I will help you on the swing,” said Mom with 
a smile. Jay had a huge smile, too!
--------------------------------------------------
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ee some, come, who, one, two 

The Meet and Greet
Reed had to find a way to meet some kids at 

camp. He made a long flag to try a meet and greet, 
and hung it by a tree on the street. Reed did keep a 
tally of the kids who told him, “We will come.” 

On the day of the meet and greet, Reed got 
some yummy, gummy candy to hand to the kids. He 
did wait by the tree to see if kids came. One kid 
came. Two kids came. Three kids came, and then a 
whole lot came! Reed was so happy at the meet and 
greet.

It was time to hand out the sweet and 
yummy, gummy candy. The kids did come to Reed. He 
had three huge bags of gummy candy to pass. He did 
rest them by his feet. The kids did yell, “WEE!”
This was the best meet and greet yet!
--------------------------------------------------
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ea of, some, was, said 

An Extreme Dream
Dean had a dream last time. The dream was 

quite extreme and a bit risky. It made Dean wake up. 
He will jot the dream in a list on a pad. “I will think 
of my dream and use this pad to jot it in a list,” said 
Dean.”

Dean’s Dream 
A huge beast did steal some tea.
Some fleas did leap on a beach.

Dean did sneak on a test.
A risky team did cheat and beat.

The dream was kind of extreme, but Dean 
did not mind in the least. The dream was not real, so 
Dean did not whine in the least. “That dream was 
done. I will reach and get a drink. Then I will try and 
rest,” said Dean.

He did lay down to rest. Dean was glad the 
extreme dream came to an end.
--------------------------------------------------
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ar some, one, was, once

Carl, The Starfish
Carl was not a smart starfish. One day, Carl 

did drift up on the beach. He had to find a way to 
get back to sea…FAST! 
“I will ask that crab to help me get back to sea.” NO 
CARL! The crab will scarf you up in a jiffy! Carl had 
to think of a smart plan. But Carl was not that 
smart.

Carl said, “I will ask that shark to come 
bring me back to the sea.” Carl did wave one of his 
five arms to get help. NO CARL! The shark will scarf 
you up in one gulp! Carl did not come up with a 
smart plan that time. The starfish had to think of a 
way to get back to sea.

Once the tide did shift, the sea did bring him 
back. Carl, the not so smart starfish, was safe from 
harm. He found some seaweed to hide in and did not 
drift on the beach.
--------------------------------------------------
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or some, come, is, were, to 

The Tree Fort
The rain did stop and the sun did shine. 

Reed and Lorn had to try and think of some 
games to play, but had a hard time. “A tree fort 
is a whole lot of fun to play in. Why not make 
one?” said Reed. Lorn did think. He was ten, but 
short in size. Reed was nine, but big in size. “I 
think that is a neat plan!” said Lorn. “Let’s 
start!”

Reed and Lorn made a pile of logs on the 
porch. Some were short and some were long. 
Then Reed and Lorn got some long nails to bang 
in the logs. The nails will hold the logs. Next, it 
was time to pick a tree to make the fort.

Reed and Lorn did pick an old elm tree to 
make the fort. Each kid got the logs and nails. 
“This tree fort will be neat to play in!” Reed did 
exclaim. “Yes! Yes!” Lorn did yell. 
--------------------------------------------------------------
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Was Or Was Not?

Was that a wild dog, 
Or was it a tame dog?
Was she a wild child,
Or was she a kind kid?

Was he the most clumsy, 
Or was he the best athlete?

Was that a mild wind, 
Or was it a cold storm?

Was that gold in the bank,
Or was it still in the mine?

If it was or was not, 
It’s fine I am told. 
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oa some, of, is, was, to 

A Boat On The Coast
Joan had a sailboat. It was old, but it still 

had a strong hull and sturdy sails. The sailboat was 
fine from stem to stern. Joan had a goal to take the 
sailboat up the coast of Cape Cod to fish and catch 
lobsters each day. She had ten traps and plenty of 
net. Joan did boast that she can meet her goal each 
day. 

One day, Joan did grab her coat and some 
toast and went to the sailboat. The sea was choppy 
and the wind did roar. White caps and sea foam 
made it hard for Joan to drop the lobster traps. 

“The sea is so choppy. Will I meet my goal?” 
Joan did ask. She kept on. Joan made her trip 
shorter and went to grab her net and traps. “I think 
it is better to be safe and go home, than stay in my 
boat. I will try to meet my goal next time.”
Joan did turn the sailboat to sail back home to be 
safe.
-------------------------------------------------------
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er some, once, is, was, to 

Herb, My Pet Monster
Some of my pals did not think I had a pet 

monster when I told them. But I really had a pet 
monster. I gave him the name, Herb.

Herb came to me in a dream. It was dark 
and stormy. I had a hard time sleeping. Herb gave 
me a poke and I woke with a start! “Is that a 
monster?” I did whisper. Herb did whisper back, 
“Yes.”  

Herb did stay in my bed while I left for 
class. I think Herb did try to sleep longer while it 
was day, but it was hard. Once, he did enter my 
den. He did spy my pet hamster, Dean. I think 
Dean and Herb did play. I was glad Herb did not 
make my hamster a snack.

Herb may not be the best pet for some, 
but he is so kind. I think I will keep him!
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ur some, one, does  

Sea Urchins

Sea urchins dwell in the sea. An urchin may 
have long spikes and come in a lot of shapes and 
sizes. An urchin may be red, black or pink. Some can 
be seen by a reef. A sea urchin does not have fur. 

A sea urchin can survive with spikes. If you 
spot the feet on an urchin, you will see suckers. 
Suckers on the feet help the urchin to stick. An 
urchin may use one of the five sets of legs to swim 
farther to survive!  

A crab, some big fish, an otter, or an eel will 
eat an urchin for a meal. Will you like to have one 
for a pet? Sadly, the sea urchin may be extinct one 
day. The sea does not have a surplus of sea urchins 
like it did a long time back. Can we find a way to 
help and save them?
--------------------------------------------------
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ir are, was, from, come, were, does  

The Birthday Bird
The day of my birthday party was hard 

to forget. It was the first time we made a plan 
to play golf. Five pals came with me to the Pitch 
and Putt. 

We each got a club and were third in line. 
Just then, a huge, white bird did glide from 
some birch tree to land on my hat. Some 
birthday gift! The bird did seem thirsty, so it 
went to get a drink by the birdbath. “I think the 
bird is gone,” said Burt.

Just when we were to start the golf 
game at the first hole, that huge bird did land 
on my club! Why did the bird like me? Was it 
the bird’s birthday, too? We kept the game on, 
and that quirky bird came for the trip with me 
to all nine holes. At least I got a hole in one. 
That was some birthday!
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oe some, were, is, to, was, one 

Tic-Tac-Toe
Joe and Moe were on the back deck. Joe 

broke a toe, so he did not feel happy. “We need to 
find a game to play,” said Joe. “Why not play tic-
tac-toe?” Moe did ask. “That game is not hard and 
we can play it a whole lot.” Joe and Moe got some 
sheets and markers to play.

Moe made a tic-tac-toe grid on one sheet. 
Moe said Joe can go first. Joe made an X. Moe made 
an O. Back and forth went Joe and Moe. Just then, 
Joe got three in a line. Yay! Joe did win the first 
game of tic-tac-toe. “That was not hard to win. 
Let’s play tic-tac-toe to see who will win this time,” 
said Joe.

Joe forgot the pain in his toe that day. He 
was glad Moe was a pal and not a foe. Joe and Moe 
did play tic-tac-toe the whole time, and each had a 
turn to win.
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ow                                         you, once, for, to 

The Black Crow 
Check the sky. Perhaps peek in a tree. A 

crow may be in that nest you see. Or is it a spy 
on me?

A crow is a smart, black bird. The crow 
has a long, sharp, black beak and long wings to 
flap and fly. It will make a meal of meat and 
plants, and roam to find a pine tree to make a 
nest. Its skinny feet can perch and rest on a 
branch. 

Once a crow will find a mate, it will stay 
with it for life. They will each take a turn on 
the nest to keep the eggs safe. 

A crow is a songbird, but when you hear 
a crow, it may not seem like a song. So the next 
time you take a hike, try to go slow. You may 
spot a crow or two way up in a tree. 
--------------------------------------------------
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-ed /ed/                                                                 was, once, to 

The Rented Van
It was Sunday morning. Time to pack up and 

drive to the lake for the week. Dad got a rented van 
for the trip. We did toss our bags in and got seated. 
Dad did not see the keys. Mom handed them to Dad 
and we were off! 

The trip in the rented van lasted a short 
time when we felt a huge BUMP. The rented van had 
a flat tire. Dad darted to fix it and Mom assisted. 
Once the spare was on, we started back on the trip 
to the lake in the rented van. 

The trip lasted a short while when we felt a 
huge THUMP. This time the back window got a crack 
by a rock. It needed to be mended. We waited at a 
fix-it shop and then got back in the rented van. 

At last the mended, rented van made it to 
the lake. Dad said, “A rented van may be bad luck, 
but it got us to the lake!”
--------------------------------------------------
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-ed /d/                                      was, of

The Backyard Bash
On my tenth birthday, Mom and Dad 

planned a huge backyard bash. Nine pals showed 
up for the party. 

Dad grilled hot dogs and corn. It was a 
yummy dinner! Mom filled each cup with cold 
limeade and a lime garnish. My pals did scarf 
lots of hot dogs and gulp plenty of limeade. 

Just when it was time for cake, a bee 
buzzed in and sailed smack dab on top of it. I 
yelled, “BUZZ OFF, BEE!” but that did not help. 
The bee was stuck on the cake. Mom got a glass 
and got the bee. Mom was skilled! 

I am happy to say Dad filmed the whole 
party, so we can peek at the backyard birthday 
bash, and the bee that buzzed in my cake. I am 
glad it did not stay!
----------------------------------------------
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-ed /t/                                       of, were, to, was 

Ducks On The Pond
It was a sunny day at The Frog Pond. A 

raft of green ducks marched in for a swim. 
They splashed and kicked and had a fine time. 

Just then a huge flock of white ducks 
came in to land on Frog Pond. The raft was 
shocked. Frog Pond did not fit the huge flock. 
The flock marched in the pond and splashed the 
raft of ducks.

QUACK! QUACK! Went the ducks back and 
forth. No matter if the raft of ducks splashed 
or kicked, the flock of ducks did not fly off. 

Just then, an army of frogs jumped in. 
QUACK! QUACK! The ducks were shocked. 
CROAK! CROAK! Went the army. It was time to 
take Frog Pond back. So long ducks on the pond! 
----------------------------------------------
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Review all 3 sounds of -ed was, one, to, too 

Summer Day
Zack woke up and checked the time. The dog, 

Sparky, barked and licked Zack’s chin. He and Sparky 
grabbed a quick bite and darted to the rented car. 
Sparky leaped in the car and stuck a chin on the 
window. He wagged a happy wag.
“Let’s go for a sail, Sparky!” yelled Zack.

Zack and Sparky reached the dock and 
parked the rented car. The pals grabbed snacks and 
drinks and ran to the sailboat. Zack had on a life 
vest and one for Sparky, too. It was a perfect day 
for a sail. 

Zack waved to the dock and sailed off. 
Sparky sniffed and fished for bass. He panted when 
Zack got a catch. Zack packed the fish catch, while 
Sparky jumped up and barked. The pals sailed back 
to the dock. It was a grand day for a sail!
--------------------------------------------------
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In The Mood For Food
It was noon and I was in the mood 

for some yummy food. I went to ask Mom 
for a snack. She said, “Come try some 
grapes,” and handed me a bunch. I was 
not in the mood for grapes. Mom said, 
“Come try some nuts,” and tossed me a 
bowl. I was not in the mood for nuts. Then 
Mom said, “Come try some hot oatmeal,” 
and handed me a spoon. I was not in the 
mood for oatmeal. 

My tummy moaned for food. Wait! I 
did spy two white cupcakes that were left 
at my birthday party. I was in the mood 
for that! Will Mom let me eat cupcakes at 
noon? We will see soon!
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The Lost Book
I looked for a cookbook I lost for 

two days. It needs to go back or it will 
be three days late. It will be hard to 
bring the cookbook back. I liked to read 
it in the woods by my backyard in a 
nifty nook. I so wished to keep it. 

Some days, I took my cookbook 
off the bookshelf, tucked it under my 
arm or stashed it in my book bag. The 
book was lost. I had to find it or pay a 
huge fine. I did not wish to be a crook! 

One last time, I checked my 
bedroom and looked underneath. It was 
under a pile of old shirts! I was so 
happy it was safe. 
-------------------------------------------------------
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Sing A Tune
It was June and the whole class was hot 

and weary. We wished summer had started by 
now, but we were still stuck in the classroom. 

One day, my teacher, Miss Dune, came 
up with a rule. If we wished to play while we 
were still in class, we had to sing a tune. Miss 
Dune took her flute and played while we sang. 

At first, it felt odd. Luke did not wish to 
sing a tune. Jude and Duke did not wish to sing 
a tune. We did not wish to be rude, so we 
played by Miss Dune’s rule and gave it a try. 

After we sang a tune for some time, we 
forgot how hot it was. June in Miss Dune’s class 
was not so bad! 
------------------------------------------------------------
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ow                                        was, his, to 

Old Brown Cow 
Farmer Jack woke up one day with a crick in 

his neck. “OW,” he did moan and groan. “I need to fix 
the crick in my neck now! But how?” Farmer Jack 
was in pain.

He got on his coat and went to the barn. He 
did scowl as he fed the cow, sow, the hen, and the 
goat. “I cannot keep up my daily job as a farmer if I 
still have a pain in my neck,” Farmer Jack said. He 
sat down on a bench to think up a plan. 

The old brown cow was strong. He did have 
the power to hold the load of hay on his back that 
Farmer Jack had to take to the hillside for the 
sheep.

With an scowl and a frown, Farmer Jack did 
pile the load of hay on the old brown cow. The cow 
went up the hillside to feed the sheep. “Thanks, old 
brown cow,” said Farmer Jack, and gave the cow a 
pat.
--------------------------------------------------
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A Trip To The Valley
Ashley will take a trip on a trailer 

with her dad. Her dad will pick up a key 
to the trailer. Presley, dad’s pal, will 
drive the trailer to the valley. Once the 
trailer will reach the valley, Ashley and 
her dad will find a rowboat and drive it 
to a pond to fish and swim. 

While Presley drives the trailer, 
dad will cook in the galley. He will heat 
kidney beans, some corn, and meatloaf 
for dinner. Ashley and dad will have a 
feast. After dinner, Ashley and dad will 
play air hockey in the back room. Ashley 
and Dad will have a fine trip to the 
valley. 
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Found On The Ground
It was a rainy day. Clouds and wind 

filled the sky. The sound of a loud clap of 
thunder made me jump off the couch. “Ouch!” 
my grouchy sister pouted when I landed on 
her toe. We had not found a thing to play with 
while the rain fell. Scout, our hound dog, did 
pound his tail on the rug. He was in a foul 
mood, too.

“Stop slumping on the couch like a 
slouch and go outside!” Mom did not seem to 
mind the wind and the rain. We went outside 
and checked the ground. Then we did spot a 
round thing. 

“Let’s run in and show Mom!” I yelled. 
When Mom did see the round thing, she was in 
shock. What round thing was found?
--------------------------------------------------
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Fall Softball Game
It was a cool and crisp day in fall. I got 

a call to play in a softball game for a 
fundraiser. A huge storm had hit landfall and 
broke the seawall. My town needed funds to fix 
it. It was twenty dollars to play in the softball 
game. I got my ball and went to play in the 
softball game.

The teams all gave the cash for the 
seawall fundraiser and got player numbers. We 
waited by the wall for my team to be called to 
play. My teammates were small, but fast. We 
passed the ball back and forth until it was our 
turn.

Overall, the seawall fundraiser got 
plenty of cash to fix the wall. The one pitfall 
was our team lost. Playing softball to fix a wall 
was fun for all!
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Planting In The Soil
One Sunday morning in Spring, we got up 

and gathered tools to plant a summer plot. Dad says 
we should pick a spot with plenty of sunshine and 
rich, moist soil. He pointed to a spot in the backyard 
where we could start. 

Dave and Greer asked to join us. Near the 
spot we picked for our summer plot, there were 
pointy thorns. Dave pricked a finger on one of the 
thorns, so he needed some ointment. Greer grabbed 
some oily ointment in a first aid kit and smeared it 
on Dave’s finger. 

We dug in the loamy soil, and planted the 
seeds safely so no birds could peck at them. While 
I dug, I found a rare coin in the soil. It looked old 
and worn. I took the coin to stick in my rare coin 
pile back in my room. When we were done toiling in 
the soil, we each joined a hand to thank Dave and 
Greer for helping with the summer plot.
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A Shy Boy
A shy boy just showed up to my class last 

week. The boy’s name was Troy. Joy and Roy were 
rather coy, and did not wish to chat with Troy. But 
Troy needed a buddy in class. That could be me.

I could tell Troy was a shy boy, so I sat 
with him at lunch. He was eating a sandwich with 
soy butter and drank from his milk jug.  Troy missed 
home a whole lot. He told me he had just come to 
town after dwelling on a ranch. Troy’s dad was a 
real cowboy! “Cool!” I said to Troy. Troy perked up.

I told Troy how I was picked to be a batboy 
for the town team. “Wow!” Troy exclaimed. He 
wished he could be a batboy for a team some time.

I found out that day that Troy could turn 
out to be a real buddy. We enjoyed playing cowboy 
and batboy for a silly game on the playground. Troy 
got to be a batboy and I got to be a cowboy. Troy 
ended up not so shy after all! 
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High Flying Kites
Dwight was excited to enter a kite flying 

contest. Dwight’s kite would be in the spotlight with 
lots of kites all over the bright and sunny sky next 
to Highway One. Dwight could not wait to go!

Dwight made time to take the kite out to fly 
high each day. Flying a kite in the valley near 
Dwight’s home was a real highlight. The kite was 
light with a bright red shark on it. It lit up the sky 
when Dwight sailed it. 

The day of the contest came. Dwight had his 
bright, shark kite and a long spool of kite string. 
Some fluffy clouds were in the sky to block some 
of the sunlight. The wind was just right for kite 
flying by Highway One. Dwight got the call to join 
the kite flyers, and started flying the bright kite. 
He rolled out the kite string and sailed the shark 
kite high. It looked like hundreds of kites were 
flying high in the contest, but Dwight’s was the best 
kite of all. 
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Playing Outfield
The day of the big game started out cloudy, 

windy and rainy. Ronnie would not be happy to play in 
the outfield in a muddy field. But the sun came out 
after some time passed, and it looked like the game 
would still be on.  

Ronnie’s mom gave him a yummy brownie for 
a snack right in the car and said, “Have a good game, 
Ronnie!” Ronnie smiled at his mom and said, “Thanks, 
Mom. And thanks for the brownie. Wish me luck!”
Ronnie took a catcher’s mitt and game bag, and ran 
to the field.

Ronnie’s coach sent him to play outfield for 
the big game. All his pals had joined the team to play 
with him. Scottie played first base. Charlie played 
infield, and Connie played second base. “We need a 
big win!” Ronnie exclaimed to his pals. 

Ronnie, Scottie, Charlie and Connie played 
hard that day. They ended up with a win of ten to 
five. All the baseball pals high-fived after the game. 
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A Birthday Pie
Each year, I ask for a pumpkin pie on my 

birthday. I bet it’s odd to some when they hear I 
would rather have pie than cake, but it’s my wish 
and my birthday!

My six year old sister, Vie, asked Mom and 
Dad to help bake my birthday, pumpkin pie this year. 
I kept thinking, “Hmmm. Why does Vie wish to bake 
my pie for me? She enjoyed many mud pies, NOT 
pumpkin pies.” I gulped hard when Mom and Dad 
asked me if she could try it. So I let her. 

I tried not to peek in when I spied my 
sister trying to bake my pie. “Let me have one look 
at my pumpkin pie!” I exclaimed. But Mom and Vie 
yelled, “NO!” 

When the pie was cooked, I ran in to see 
how it came out. It looked just like each birthday, 
pumpkin pie I had. I gave Vie a huge hug for the pie. 
She pried herself back and said, “And I did NOT 
bake the pie with mud!” Thank goodness for pumpkin 

pie.
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The Phone: Then and Now
Many years have gone by after the phone 

was invented by a man with the last name Bell. Bell 
might get quite a surprise if he checked in to see 
how the phone morphed.

A phone might no longer need to be fixed to 
a wall for good. Many have a phone on them all the 
time. No matter where one may go, a phone will be 
in a hand, on an ear, or in a bag or coat.  

Payphones could be found on many street 
corners, in shops or in hallways. When one needed a 
phone, and they were not at home, they would stick 
a dime or quarter in a payphone to make a call. Now 
there are not many payphones at all. Most 
payphones are torn down. Why? Many have a phone 
on them and just do not need one. 

Bell would have a big surprise if he spied to 
see how something he invented could play a huge 
part of one’s life each day. 
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Bake That Bread!
“Turn the stove on high! We need to bake 

this bread now!” yelled the cook. Fred was sweaty 
after he read he had until five to meet a deadline.  
A shop needed one long loaf of bread by five for 
the dinner rush. Fred had been at the stove, cooking 
all day. He dreamt he was on a boat floating off to 
Spain, but instead he had to bake one last loaf of 
bread. 

Fred’s legs felt heavy and hurt badly, but he 
was steadfast. He had a wish that the bread he 
made would one day be on a headline that read, 
“Best Bread In Town.” That headline could make him 
a wealthy man. Instead, he just dreamt of it and 
wiped sweat. 

Fred checked the clock on the wall. Ten until 
five! The stove had not turned off yet. Would Fred’s 
loaf of bread make it to the shop in time? DING! 
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Steak On The Grill
It was a steamy, summer night when Dad 

called out, “Fire up the grill!” Great! It was time for 
steak, corn, and grilled hotdogs. Mom was thrilled 
she did not have to cook that night. The heat was a 
lot to bear. She found a beach chair on the deck, 
and sat with her feet up, and had cool glass of 
limeade to sip.

Dad had a baseball hat that said, “I break 
for steak,” on it. Grilling steak was not just a hobby 
to Dad. It was a way of life, and he turned grilling 
steak into an art form.

The grill was hot and Dad felt great. With a 
hat on and a pair of tongs, he stood at the grill 
waiting to turn the steak so it would not burn. 
After waiting a bit, it was time. Dad did flip the 
steak and whispered, “Yea.” We each sat down that 
night with some steak or a grilled hot dog on a 
plate, and enjoyed eating dinner outside. 
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Friday Test
I woke up Friday morning, cozy in my bed, when I 

had a sudden feeling of dread. Each Friday, we have to take 
an open book test. We begin the day with a class meeting, 
perform a yoga stretch to relax and end with some jokes. 
Then, Miss Nobel will have us take a seat and locate a pen 
and a ruler. We have to be silent and behave for the Friday 
test.

While in class that day, I sat with my test paper in 
a humid classroom, wishing for recess. Peter, my classmate, 
needed to remind me to stop looking out the window at the 
playground. After I located my pen, I took a peek at this 
week’s open book test and began. It had ten items on it, with 
a bonus to try out at the end. The bonus looked tricky, but I 
think I could give it a try.

Each pupil in class focused on the Friday test. I took 
out my ruler to think of how to define a meter. Then, I had 
to make an oval next to the right item. After that, I turned 
my paper over to the next side. Five items were left. I had a 
hard time with some, and had to refresh my brain to respond 
to the last item on my paper. 

At last, I was done! Time to sit back, and relax. 
Oops. I forgot there was a bonus. Back to the test. 
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Tulips For Spring
Ruby and her sister, Trudy, really enjoyed 

planting tulip bulbs. It was a treat to see the bulbs 
turn into tulips in the Spring. So each Fall, Ruby and 
Trudy gathered tulip bulbs they wished to plant. 
Ruby would pick out the best looking bulbs, and it 
was Trudy’s duty to dig up a hole for each one. 

The two sisters wished to spread the tulip 
bulbs evenly, so they took a ruler and marked the 
spots for each tulip bulb. Ruby and Trudy planted 
each bulb two inches near the last bulb. That way, 
the tulip bulbs would have room to grow.

When Ruby and Trudy were done planting, 
they looked over the plot and sighed. Spring felt like 
a long time to wait for the tulips to bloom. It might 
not be until April or May. “I think the plot looks 
super!” exclaimed Trudy. “So do I,” replied Ruby. 
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Class Election
Mr. Traction got the notion to have an 

election last week. Just the mention of an election  
can get a class excited. He asked the question to 
the class and waited for a reaction. We had some 
time for reflection and told him we would like to try 
it out. Then we sprang into action.

We picked two classmates to run in the 
election by nomination. Each classmate crafted a 
speech, and discussed how they would help to keep 
the class in good condition. Some made a prediction 
for the winner, but most of us kept it a secret and 
did not mention any names. 

The day of the election came. Both 
classmates gave a speech. Then, Mr. Traction picked 
a section where each student could vote. When we 
found out the winner we gave them a standing 
ovation.  This class election was quite a production!
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Butterfly Observation
I needed to craft a report on my 

observations of a butterfly. I had plenty of notes 
from the past two weeks. Now it was time to bring 
the information together all in one paper. My 
teacher did not give any indication for how long the 
observation report had to be. I made a prediction 
and began.

Crafting an observation report took a great 
deal of concentration. I did not wish it to be a 
replication of some report that belonged to my 
classmate. So when I was near completion, I had an 
inspiration. I would do illustrations of my butterfly 
observations. That way my teacher would see how 
butterfly adaptations help it to survive in the wild, 
and that could assist my explanation.

My report was finished, and I was filled 
with satisfaction. I gathered my report and was 
ready to do my presentation for the class.
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Television
Many sit on occasion to enjoy a show on 

television, but we don’t really think of the men with 
the vision for inventing it. 

It is a fact that in 1878, John Logie Baird 
from Scotland had the first transmission of 
television. But the television had not made it into 
homes yet. Later, in 1927, Philo Farnsworth had a 
passion to invent a television. He went on a mission 
to create one. 

Television was in black and white at first. 
Many did not have a television in their possession 
until the 1950s. Television made quite an impression. 
Many found it to be an extension of the local news. 
Some might find a show to look at and relax.

Television has grown over the years. Some 
think kids need supervision when they look at a 
television. Some think it is a good diversion after a 
long day at a job. 
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Cindy and Her Cat
Cindy had a cat named Cecil. Cecil slept in a 

crate next to Cindy’s bed in the corner of her 
bedroom. There was a cozy carpet in the crate for 
Cecil to curl up and sleep on.

Each day, Cecil woke Cindy up by licking her 
face. It had been going on for years, so Cindy didn’t 
care. Cindy would get out of bed to feed Cecil. Cecil 
would race to her bowl and glance at it. If she 
could speak, she’d say, “Fill ‘er up, Cindy!” 

After Cindy and Cecil ate, Cindy would grab 
a fleece coat and a fancy leash. The two would go 
for a stroll in the city to a local cat club. Some 
would stare at Cecil on a fancy leash and think it 
was odd. Some would glance at Cecil and think it 
was cute. 

When the two would arrive at the cat club, 
Cecil would get to play with the toy mice, while 
Cindy spoke with fellow cat owners. Cindy and Cecil 
enjoyed a life of peace and quiet. 

*Highlight all the soft C words in 
*Highlight all the hard C words in orange.
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Grumpy Gene
Grumpy Gene had a job in the local pet shop. 

Gene didn’t have many pets to sell, but he wished to 
get some next year. He would sit at the desk and 
chomp gum, waiting for someone to come in. 

There on one side, were gophers. Some 
were gold and some were brown. Some were large 
and some were small. Grumpy Gene had a tidy cage 
for each gopher, and he did change the food and 
clean the bowl each day.

Against the side wall were two huge gerbils. 
Grumpy Gene named them Gus and Roger. Gene 
tried to keep Gus and Roger on a strict meal plan, 
but sometimes he forgot. Grumpy Gene might slip 
them a gumdrop or two for a treat.

At the back of the pet shop, Grumpy Gene 
had a garden. In it, were three large goats. He gave 
them grass, flowers, or a piece of ginger to munch 
on each day. Gene may have been grumpy, but his 
pet shop gave him peace.
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A Nose Is To Sniff
A nose is to sniff,
To sniff a rose.

A pen is to compose,
To compose some prose.

Trash is to dispose,
Dispose that hose!

Pigs may be hogs,
But frogs are not bugs.

Some legs may have pegs,
But beds are not stalls.

It is wise to revise 
A phrase or two,

Otherwise you may
Have to choose to dispose! 
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Vancouver
I took a recent trip with my youth group to 

Vancouver on an airplane. You might think that 
sounds like an exciting vacation, but it did not turn 
out as I expected. Shortly after my plane trip, the 
youth group headed to the hotel. My face was 
flushed, and my throat started feeling scratchy. I 
came down with a bad case of the croup. A cup of 
hot soup was the only thing that made me feel 
better. Resting in my hotel bed, I longed to be a 
tourist. 

Two days later, I located one coupon for a 
free bus tour to do some sight-seeing. I felt like I 
had recouped from the croup to take the tour. While 
snapping photos of the city of Vancouver, the tour 
bus had to take a detour. The bus ended up with a 
flat tire! I was shocked at the bad luck I had, but 
managed to make the best of my tour. 

After a week in Vancouver, it was time for 
my youth group to head home. The trip had some 
down moments, but also some great highlights.    

*Highlight all the ou /oo/ words in 105
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August Auction
Paul and Lauren sat on the porch, tired of 

the August heat. It had been hitting ninety-five by 
noon each day, with no relief in sight. The town pool 
hadn’t opened, and the sprinkler had a faulty crack 
in it. Turning on the faucet and hauling out the 
backyard hose to cool off sounded like a good plan.

Paul and Lauren finished the laundry and 
kept the television turned off because Mom asked 
them to. Now to think of something to beat the 
heat. “Why don’t we go to the auction at the 
Auburn Mall?” asked Paul. “Fine by me,” said Lauren. 
They took a short jaunt to the Auburn Mall, and got 
tickets to the auction. 

Paul noticed an authentic baseball card he 
wished to have for his collection. He hoped to bid, 
but felt daunted by the huge crowd. How could he 
win the card at this auction? Just then, a lady with 
a gaudy, gold necklace offered to win it for Paul. 
How do you think Paul could repay her? 
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A Hawk In the Woods 
Deep in the woods at dawn, a hawk swoops 

onto a tree branch. He spots a mother deer and her 
fawn resting. The two have just finished crunching on 
old bark. The fawn yawns and rests its sleepy head 
next to its mother. 

The hawk soars farther into the woods and 
lands on rock, high on a hill. It gawks at a crow 
sitting on some straw. The crow calls out with a 
throaty CAW! CAW! CAW! Without a flaw, the hawk 
cries out and flies off. 

The hawk goes even further and spies a 
scrawny rabbit. Will the hawk swoop down and make 
the rabbit its next meal, or take off and find a 
better choice? The rabbit hears a branch crack. It 
spots the hawk! The hawk has rabbit in its sight 
briefly. Where will rabbit hide? The rabbit manages 
to slip into a hole, safe from the hawk. The hawk 
squawks, and flies off to hunt for his first meal at 
dawn. 
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Alaska Trek
Anna and Eva are on a boat to Alaska! It is 

the first time the two have been there. The trip to 
one of the furthest points in Alaska thrilled them 
both. Once they reach Alaska, the two will go on an 
animal trek to Mount McKinley.

Anna and Eva were aware of the cold 
weather in Alaska ahead of time. They both read 
about how to prepare for their Alaska trek. Each 
girl packed extra pairs of thick socks and boots, 
along with a heavy parka and hat.

The huge boat to Alaska was about to port. 
Anna and Eva felt a bit afraid, but excited all at 
once. The two agreed to stay side by side once they 
were on the trek to Mount McKinley. Snapping 
photos of wild animals would amuse and amaze 
them. Anna would jot down the many animals she 
saw in a notebook. Eva wished to blog about it and 
share it online. The trip of a lifetime was about to 
begin! 

Highlight all the schwa a words in 
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If Wishes Were Fishes

If wishes were fishes,
And ranches had branches,

Would porches have torches?
And birches have perches?

If wishes were fishes,
And latches had catches,

Would patches have matches?
And witches have stitches?

If wishes were fishes,
And rushes had brushes,

Would rashes have scratches?
And boxes have foxes?

--------------------------------------------
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Apple Crumble
Would you like to try and bake your own 

yummy, apple crumble? Once you eat it one piece, 
it’ll be hard not to gobble it all up. 

First, buy enough apples to fill a pan. At 
least ten apples will do. Peel and cut the apples into 
chunks in a bowl. Then, sprinkle the apples with 
sugar and spices like clove, and nutmeg. 

Next, you’ll mix a crumble to top over the 
apples. Use butter, brown sugar and spices. Mix it 
well and place it aside. After that, dump the apples 
into a pan. Sprinkle a little of the crumble over the 
top. Some people like to drizzle a little melted 
butter over the top, but that is up to you. 

Bake the apple crumble in the stove at 350 
degrees for nearly an hour. Then, check the apple 
crumble. If there are bubbles around the top, it is 
done. Handle the pan with a pot holder when you 
take it out of the stove. Place it on a table to cool. 
Enjoy your yummy, apple crumble with a friend!        
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A Case Of The Fidgets
Bridget had a hard time paying attention in 

class. She would fidget at her desk or sit on the 
edge of her seat. Bridget couldn’t sit still at all. It 
was tricky for her to concentrate. Her teacher, 
Miss Midge, did not wish to judge, but she had had 
enough of Bridget’s fidgets. She wished to help her. 
Bridget agreed she needed some help. 

First, Miss Midge had a talk with Bridget. 
She made her take a pledge to try and stop her 
fidgets. Bridget said she would try. Then, she gave 
her a little gadget to squeeze or fiddle with on her 
pencil. When Bridget felt the need to fidget, she 
could just play with the gadget and settle back 
down. Days past and the gadget on her pencil broke 
a smidge. It no longer seemed to help. 

Miss Midge spoke with Bridget. She 
explained that the next time she felt a fidget, she 
could take a little brain break. Bridget found the 
brain break helped. When she returned to her desk, 
she did not fidget. The case of the fidgets closed! 
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Haircuts For Ewes
Farmer Matthew had a sheep farm in 

northern Canada. His farm had hundreds of yew 
trees all around it. Each spring, he asked his nephew 
to come and bring a friend to assist him on his 
farm. Farmer Matthew needed help sheering his 
ewes. He would use the wool from the ewes to spin 
it into yarn. Then, people could buy the yarn to 
make sweaters or socks for the cold winter ahead. 

Sheering ewes took a few days. Farmer 
Matthew, his nephew and a friend, would line the 
ewes up and walk them into a pen. Farmer Matthew 
took a pair of clippers and gave each ewe a close 
shave. His nephew would ask if it hurt the ewes to 
get a haircut. Farmer Matthew would chuckle and 
reply, “No. Does it hurt when you go to a barber 
shop for a haircut?” 

Once the wool was cut off the ewe, it 
would be cleaned and set to dry. Farmer Matthew 
couldn’t wait to spin the fresh, ewe wool at his 
wheel and make yarn to sell.  
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The Strewn News
Andrew had a corner newspaper stand in New 

York City. He was a shrewd salesman and didn’t have 
time for tricks or pranks. 

Each morning, a crew of newspaper trucks 
would stop at each newspaper stand in New York City. 
They threw their load off by Andrew’s stand first. 
Andrew filled his stand with new newspapers to sell 
for the morning rush. 

One blustery morning, Andrew waited for his 
new newspapers to come. He saw the truck come 
down the street, but it had a small collision with a 
taxi cab! Newspapers flew all over the street. 
Hundreds of flyers were strewn on corners and 
curbs. 

Andrew didn’t walk to the collision, he RAN! 
How could he sell a slew of messy newspapers at his 
stand now? Andrew grew upset. The drivers helped 
as much as possible, but a new load of newspapers 
would have to come instead. Will Andrew be able to 
sell them on time for the morning rush?
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Driving To The Fair
My two friends and I were hoping to go to 

the state fair this fall. It would be an amusing time 
for all of us, with many sights and interesting 
people there. I knew driving to the fair would take a 
long time. Hoping I would not have to do all the 
driving myself, I asked my friends if taking turns 
was okay. Deciding it was a great plan, we got in 
the car to go. 

My friends and I were hoping there would 
be enough yummy foods for tasting at the fair. We 
talked about diving into a big bag of popcorn, biting 
into a corndog, or wading in a huge bin of sweet 
candy corn! 

There would be no debating about taking 
turns riding on all the fair rides. We could all ride 
at the same time. Later, we passed the time by 
naming and describing all the farm animals we could 
see. Completing the fair trip would be braving a 
walk into the spooky, haunted shack. A trip to the 
state fair is the best time of the whole fall season!

Highlight all the silent e rule words in 115
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Ponies And Candies

Babies might cry,
And ponies can whinny.

But buddies are friends,
And huskies are skinny.

Bunnies might hop,
And candies are sweet.

But daddies can fix things,
And lilies smell sweet.

Pennies might get filthy,
And supplies might be few.

But fifties are money,
And parties aren’t new.

--------------------------------------------
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Painting The Ceiling
Keith and Neil were saving to buy a new boat, 

and needed to make some extra cash. They were 
hoping to be able to take the boat out this summer 
for fishing trips. They received a call from a friend, 
Sheila Neilson. Sheila needed someone to come and 
paint her ceiling. She described how there were weird 
cracks in it, and she needed them fixed. Keith and Neil 
agreed to paint the ceiling for Sheila. 

The two friends gathered tools for painting 
and picked out enough white, ceiling paint at the 
hardware shop. They made it to Sheila Neilson’s home 
at ten AM. She was thrilled to have two friends who 
could help her.

First, Keith and Neil took some spackle to 
apply to the cracks and fill them in. Then, they 
waited for it to dry. Sheila offered them lunch, but 
neither friend took it. They got right back to the job. 
Painting the ceiling took about two hours, and then it 
needed to dry. When they finished, Sheila paid Keith 
and Neil for their time. They received just enough to 
complete their boat savings!
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Reindeer
When you think about reindeer, does a man 

with a red hat, shouting “HO! HO! HO!” come to 
mind? For many people, reindeer remind them of 
Santa, but here are some facts that may be new to 
you.

Reindeer are found in many parts of North 
America. They can be found in northern Canada, the 
North Pole and on the frozen Arctic tundra.

A reindeer’s coat may be beige, but it is 
mostly brown and white. They grow a new set of 
antlers in the summer each year. Their large hooves 
help them dig in the snow to look for food. 

Reindeer survive on grass, moss, mushrooms, 
and plants. In North America, reindeer will migrate 
north to find food in the summer. When snow begins 
to fall in the north, the reindeer will migrate back 
down south. A reindeer will walk many miles in its 
entire life!
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Winning The Game
It was the final baseball game of the 

season. The Sooners were winning nine to six in the 
top of the sixth. The coaches were chatting in the 
dugout. Bases were loaded, and Keifer was batting 
next. Keifer was hitting home runs the whole 
season, but this game might be the conclusion. 
Keifer was getting a little fidgety as he got up to 
bat. Hitting a run meant a whole lot to his team.

Keifer grabbed his bat and swung it from 
side to side. He was tipping his helmet, and digging 
his heels into the dirt. Keifer was a quirky player, 
and getting ready to hit a run looked odd to people. 
He patted both shins, and was spitting three times. 
All the players and fans in the stands sat back and 
sighed. “Come on, Keifer!” the coach shouted.

The pitch was thrown. Ripping its way to 
Keifer, he took a hard swing. CRACK! A home run 
sent all men on the loaded bases running for home, 
and the Zippers took the lead!    
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Sleigh Ride
Have you heard of the merry tune called 

Sleigh Ride? It’s a song you might sing in the winter. 
Leroy Anderson started to compose the song in 
July, 1946 while there was a heat wave! Sleigh Ride 
was complete in 1948. Leroy had the sound of sleigh 
bells and a horse’s neigh in his song to cheer up 
many people. Sleigh Ride was just a tune until 
Mitchell Parish came along in 1950, and made up 
words to go along with the tune.

When Sleigh Ride first came out, it became 
an instant hit. People could not get enough of it. It 
became a song many bands would play. It was also a 
top ten hit to play in the winter season. 

The Pops perform a version of Sleigh Ride 
each year. It gets people in a merry and cheerful 
mood. Many like to sing along when they hear it, or 
join with friends to walk around and perform it in 
their neighborhood to their neighbors. Can you sing 
along or hum the tune to the Sleigh Ride song? 

Highlight all the eigh words in 120
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Rescue Dogs
Search and rescue dogs help people in many 

ways. They are trained to search, rescue, or enter 
places where it may not be safe for a human to go. 
How does a dog become a rescue dog?

A rescue dog might begin its training as a 
puppy. It will live with a trainer or handler to learn 
skills. A trainer will be sure to teach the dog cues. 
The rescue dog will be shown how to pick up a smell, 
find a harmful object, or even locate a lost human. 
Training takes time, though. Not all dogs can be 
search and rescue dogs. Dogs with a keen sense of 
sight, smell and hearing are the best. Beagles are 
one breed that make good search and rescue 
animals. 

Once a dog is trained to rescue, it will 
continue with one handler for most of its life. They 
might wear a yellow vest that’s marked so people 
will realize it’s a dog with a job. We value search 
and rescue dogs for their amazing duty! 
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Give Me A Clue
Sue had an overdue book. It was due back 

last Tuesday. “Where is that book?” Sue asked 
herself. She was stumped. It was a cookbook about 
making fondue. She planned a fondue party for her 
friends and they had a great time. But now the 
book had to go back, and Sue was stuck.

She looked in the pantry, and every room in 
her home. The fondue book was truly missing. She 
decided to ask her kids. They liked to play games 
hiding things on her.

She went to talk to Tracy. “Have you seen 
the fondue book?” Tracy had a puzzled look on her 
face. Then she giggled, “Would you like a little 
clue?” Sue had to continue to pursue Tracy. “Yes, 
Please give me a clue,” said Sue. “It’s hiding in a 
blue box,” said Tracy. A blue box? Just then, Sue 
realized where it was! She thanked Tracy for the 
clue and found the fondue book at last.
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Teach Me To Type
Kyle was on a mission to learn how to type. 

He had an older friend, Lyle that could teach him. 
Kyle made the decision to ask Lyle for a favor. He 
walked over to Lyle’s home one day and said, “Do 
you mind teaching me how to type?” Lyle agreed, so 
the two friends began.

Lyle had Kyle sit at his desk in his room. 
Lyle hadn’t shown anyone how to type, but he was 
willing to try this time. He found a program where 
Kyle sat and followed it. The program told Kyle the 
keys to press a little at a time. Slowly, the program 
got a little bit harder, but Kyle got better.

For three weeks, Kyle went to Lyle’s home 
to practice. He followed the program and soon, he 
could type as fast as Lyle! He didn’t have to peek 
down at the keys either, which made him proud. Lyle 
gave Kyle a high five. “You can type faster than 
me!” exclaimed Lyle. Kyle smiled and had to agree.

--------------------------------------------
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Euros In Europe
While on my trip to Europe, I decided to 

make stops in Spain, Holland, Denmark, Norway and 
Turkey. I was informed by my friend, Eugene, to use 
Euro coins when paying for things. Euro coins? I 
wasn’t sure how to find Euro coins or how to buy 
them. My friend told me that any bank in Europe could 
exchange my American currency for Euro coins. It 
was an easy way to shop and pay for things, no 
matter where I was heading in Europe. 

When I got to a bank in Spain, I went up to 
the counter and asked the bank teller to exchange my 
American currency for Euro coins. She smiled and 
agreed. I could see her slowly count out the Euro 
coins and hand them to me. I thanked her and was on 
my way. 

When I headed to other places and needed 
more Euro coins, I noticed that some had a gold, 
copper or even silver tone. Some were even smaller 
than the ones I got in Spain, but they were all the 
same value. The Euro coin helped me make purchases 
in many places all along my trip to Europe! 

Highlight all the eu words in 
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Dr. Seuss
Dr. Seuss was born as Theodor Seuss Geisel 

in Springfield, Massachusetts on March 2, 1904. As a 
child, Ted enjoyed drawing animals and taking trips to 
the zoo.

As an adult, Ted drew cartoons. He drew ads 
for things like bug spray. One ad was for Flit. Ted’s 
illustrations were a huge hit with readers. 

Ted started to use the pen name, Dr. Seuss 
shortly after. He also found interest in making books 
for children. His first book, And To Think I Saw It On 
Mulberry Street, was rejected twenty eight times by 
publishers. But Ted didn’t give up. He kept trying. 

In 1957, The Cat In The Hat gave Dr. Seuss a 
name and fame. People flocked to buy his book with 
only 223 words. The cat in the book played funny 
pranks and antics with two kids, two things, and a 
concerned fish in a bowl. Dr. Seuss may have seemed 
like a sleuth to many because he cracked the code to 
making books that were enjoyed by children from all 
over. Which Dr. Seuss book do you enjoy the most?
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Bruiser
Bruiser was our brand new, Chow puppy. 

Bruiser enjoyed a good snuggle, but he was also a 
bit of a brute. You were never sure where or when 
Bruiser would pop out and tackle you. 

One morning, Dad came down the stairs. He 
was wearing his brand new suit. He walked over to 
the fridge to grab the grape juice. Just as Dad was 
about to set the grape juice down on the counter, 
Bruiser came bounding around the corner. He slid 
across the tile floor and crashed right into Dad. 
Juice spilled all over Dad’s new suit! “BRUISER!” Dad 
boomed. He stormed up the stairs to change. 
Bruiser spent the day in his dog house for that one.

Bruiser got out of the dog house later that 
day, so we decided to take him for a cruise. He hung 
his head out the window and gave us slobbery 
kisses. Just as we stopped at a red light, Bruiser 
spotted a chipmunk. He leaped out the back window 
to chase it. “BRUISER!” We called. Not again!
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Poetry In Motion
Joey was a poet. He made poems with all 

kinds of themes, but they were mostly about the 
seasons. He found a quiet spot in his house each day 
to sit for reflection. Sometimes, Joey walked in a 
museum to get inspired. 

One Saturday, while strolling in the museum. 
Joey met Diana. Diana was a biologist. She had a job 
in a lab where she spent her time looking at cells. 
She liked to see how the nucleus of a cell would 
react under different conditions. 

Joey and Diana were two very different 
people, but they also liked some of the same things. 
For that reason, the poet and the biologist became 
genuine friends. 

The two friends met each Saturday at the 
museum, They talked about the paintings they 
admired, or sat and sipped a cup of tea by the gift 
shop.  It was a match made in a museum. 
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Fort Knox
Do you know where the United States keeps 

a huge supply of gold? Head to northern Kentucky 
and you will reach the place: Fort Knox. Fort Knox 
was constructed by the U.S. army in 1936. It is 
protected day and night from theft. Named after 
Henry Knox, Fort Knox was built as a place to keep 
gold safe.

Fort Knox is not known as a place to take a 
field trip or visit with a friend or family. Gold 
bricks, as well as some important documents, are 
held there. You would need to gain permission to go 
inside. Most people will never get to see the inside.

So, how did so many gold bricks get to Fort 
Knox back in 1937? They were sent through the mail. 
All those gold bricks were too heavy to be shipped 
by plane, so they were sent through the mail by 
train. Each gold brick weighs twenty-seven pounds! 
-------------------------------------------------
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An Autumn Climb
Last autumn, I went for a day hike with my 

friend, Knox. Knox is a busy plumber by trade, but 
enjoys hikes on the weekends for exercise. 

Knox had some sliced pieces of crumb cake in 
his backpack. We planned to climb up to Mount Knoll, 
and stop to look for an old, empty tomb, which people 
claimed to be haunted, but we didn’t believe the tale.

On the way up, a weak limb from an oak tree 
fell and hit my thumb. It hurt so badly, my thumb felt 
numb. Knox carried an ice pack in his backpack, so I 
quickly used it. The ice pack didn’t make the 
numbness in my thumb go, though it helped the pain, 
though. We were eager to continue on. 

Further up the climb, we had to comb our 
way through some thick ivy and shrubs. Right after 
that, Knox spotted the haunted tomb! It seemed more 
solemn than haunted, so we chose not to stay long. 
Heading back down the trail, we couldn’t stop thinking 
about the tomb. Could it have been haunted?
--------------------------------------------------
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Could It Be A Ghost?
Many think ghosts and ghouls do not exist. 

They are just figments of our imagination. Some 
believe there are ghosts and they reside in places 
all over. Which side are you on?

Thinking you have spotted a ghost or ghoul 
can seem ghastly. You might think you have seen a 
shadow instead. So how can you be sure if you have 
seen a ghost or ghoul?

Some people may hire someone to come and 
investigate the space where a ghost is suspected of 
being. Most people just shake their heads in 
disbelief. They go on thinking they have seen a 
shadow or their mind has played a trick on them. 

If you suspect a place is haunted by a 
ghost, you might even try asking a friend for advice. 
Could they come and check out the space with you? 
Make sure it is a friend you can trust or they may 
be left aghast at the thought of a ghost or ghoul!
-------------------------------------------------

Highlight all the silent letters gh words in 

gh (ghost) sure, friend, thought,
could where people
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Pesky Groundhog
Who’s been digging in my garden? The tops 

of all the sunflower buds were gnawed off!” 
exclaimed Mom. Mom batted some gnats flying in 
the air and sat down next to her garden gnome. She 
was feeling dejected and defeated. All of her time 
spent planting felt like a waste. Who did this?

Dad decided to investigate. He spotted a 
hole next to the garden gnome and a gnarled tree 
trunk. The tree trunk had a few gnaw marks on it, 
and the hole was deep. “This looks like the job of a 
groundhog,” explained Dad. “That groundhog sure 
likes gnawing on new flower buds. We may not even 
have a summer garden at all if this keeps up!”

Mom thought we should fill in the hole and 
stick the gnome on top, but we agreed that the 
groundhog would just find a new way out and gnaw 
on something new. If he wasn’t stopped soon, he’d 
gnaw his way through the whole garden. How would 
you stop a pesky groundhog from gnawing?

Highlight all the silent letters gn words in 

gn (gnat) through, who’s, sure,
should, would
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The Quirky Guide
Last Sunday, my friend and I thought it 

would be fun to take a guided bus ride through the 
city to see some sights. We got on the bus and 
spotted the guide right off the bat. He strummed a 
guitar and sang, “Let’s take a bus ride, guests!” 

This guy was a bit odd to my friend and me, 
but we decided to make the best of it. He played 
funny songs on his guitar and the guests on the bus 
sang with him. Each time the bus stopped at an 
important site, the guide sang a song on his guitar. I 
admit, this guy sang a bit off key. It was hard not 
to giggle. But the guide sure seemed to enjoy his job, 
so I guess that’s all that matters.

At the end of the bus ride, the guests 
thought it would be best to gather some tips for 
the singing guide. I walked up to each guest and 
they dropped coins in my baseball cap. We took the 
tip money up to the guide and handed it to him for a 
job well done. Can you guess how excited he was? 

Highlight all the silent letters gu words in 

gu (guide) friend, through, thought, walked, sure  
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Psychic Minds 
A psychic is someone who claims to be able to 

read minds. Why would someone go to see a psychic? 
There are a number of reasons.

First, a person you cared for deeply may 
have died. You might be missing them a whole lot, or 
have a broken heart. Some people wish they could 
have a chance to speak to the one who died.  Some 
psychics claim to be able to speak to the dead to find 
out information to pass to their family or friends. 

A psychic may also be used to help crack a 
case. If someone has been missing a long time and 
there are no leads as to where they have gone, a 
psychic might be called to try and locate them. Some 
psychics have had success with tracking people down, 
but not all the time. 

A psychic is not the same as a psychiatrist. A 
psychiatrist will try to help someone who needs to 
talk through his or her own problems and struggles. 
Seeing a psychic might feel like a fun game for some 
people. Would you visit a psychic?

Highlight all the silent letters ps words in 

ps (psychic) friends, heart, their,
there, could, where, people 
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Write or Type?
We hear how important it is to write 

properly. But writing can be hard for those who 
have a tough time finding a topic to write a paper 
or report. 

Some people decide to stop the wrestle and 
wriggle with their pen or pencil, and learn to type 
instead. Typing can help some people write a lot 
better. 

When you wish to learn how to type, it’s 
important to be able to use the keys quickly. You 
may ask a friend with a wristwatch to time you on 
your speed. Be sure to lift up your wrists when 
typing or they can become stiff.

Once you make the choice to type instead 
of writing with a pen, some like to dictate notes in 
class and type them later. Be sure to talk to your 
teacher to find the best way to write for you.
-------------------------------------------------

Highlight all the silent letters wr words in 

wr (write) who, tough, friend, talk,
their, people, once
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The Vehicle Exhibit
John checked the time. He had one hour to 

visit the vehicle exhibit in Herb Hall. He couldn’t wait 
to see all the heirloom vehicles on display. 

When he walked into the exhibit, a gigantic 
hourglass stood in the center. It flipped when the 
sand ran through the hourglass all on its own. The 
heirloom cars were parked in a circle. You could 
walk through the exhibit and stop at each car.

John was thrilled to see an old Model T, a  
red Ford pick-up truck and a 1965 Thunderbird 
convertible. The wheels of the Thunderbird had 
white walls, something you don’t see on most cars 
these days.  To be honest, John wished he could 
slide right behind the wheel of each heirloom car, 
and take it for a test drive! 

John realized his hour at the vehicle exhibit 
was nearly up. He checked the hourglass and saw it 
flip all on its own. He couldn’t wait to return and 
see the exhibit for a second time.  

Highlight all the silent letter h words in 

Silent h (initial and medial) walked, through, 
were, could
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Listen!
Listen to the bustle.

The bustle of the crowd.
Listen to the hustle.

The hustle of the crowd.

Listen to the whistle.
The whistle of a lark.
Listen to the nestle.

The nestle of the lark.

Listen to the jostle.
The jostle of the bags.
Listen to the rustle.

The rustle of the bags.

Listen to the wrestle.
The wrestle of the buckle.

Listen to the fasten.
The fasten of the buckle. 

Highlight all the silent letter t words in 

Silent t (initial and medial)
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A Newborn Calf
A newborn calf may be born at any time of 

the year. A female cow will have one baby calf at a 
time, but sometimes she can have twins. 

When a newborn calf is born, it will weigh 
sixty to one hundred pounds! You didn’t weigh even 
half that size when you were born. A calf is able to 
stand up, and walk after it is born. Its legs may 
wobble when they first stand up. Shortly after they 
are born, a calf will drink milk from their mom. It’s 
important for the calf to stay by its mom for the 
first few days after it is born.

Some calves may grow to be dairy cows. They 
drink milk from their moms for the first few weeks 
of life to receive enough protein and nutrition. When 
they are four weeks old, calves are placed in a 
different part of the farm to begin eating grass. 

Some calves might grow to be beef cows. 
They stay with their moms longer to get big and gain 
weight. Then the growing calves will head to an open 
field to graze and get bigger. A calf can be raised for 
different reasons. 

Highlight all the silent letter l words in 

Silent l Medial
walk, enough, 
their, sometimes
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Christmas Time
Christmas is a holiday that is celebrated all 

over the globe. Families celebrate in different ways 
depending on where you reside.

If you are from Spain, you might go to 
midnight mass. After that, you will see a chorus of 
singers strumming guitars or beating drums while 
they play music in the streets.

If you are from Greece, children will go out 
at night to sing Christmas carols. They might also 
carry a model boat decorated with nuts painted in 
gold.

If you are from Mexico, Christmas is 
celebrated from December 12-January 6th. They 
share the Christmas story and decorate their 
homes with moss, evergreens and paper lanterns.

Christmas is a holiday that may be 
celebrated in lots of different ways. Do you 
celebrate a holiday like Christmas with your family?
-------------------------------------------------

Highlight all the silent letters ch /k/ words in 

ch /k/
where, their, they
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Chicago
It’s called the Windy City. The busy city of 

Chicago is southwest of Michigan. If you drove 
from Michigan to Chicago, it might take up to four 
hours. 

Once you reach Chicago, you might want to 
locate a brochure that will tell you some of the 
places and attractions to see while you visit. A 
brochure of a major city will include a map to help 
you find where you’re going. 

If it’s baseball season, check out a baseball 
game at Wrigley Field, home of the Chicago Cubs. 
Wrigley field is one of the oldest ball parks in 
America. Maybe you’ll catch a fly ball!

Lots of people like to see the tall 
skyscrapers in Chicago. Some of them have an 
observation deck or a skydeck where you head to 
the top and catch an amazing, 360 degree view of 
Chicago and other places miles away. Enjoy a trip to 
Chicago, the Windy City!

Highlight all the silent letters ch /sh/ words in 

ch /sh/ busy, once, where, 
view, people, other
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Greek Myths
Long ago, people shared stories called myths. 

Greek mythology had powerful gods and goddesses. 
Zeus was the head god over all the gods and 
goddesses. He was not a very sympathetic god. Most 
of the time, he would punish gods or goddesses.

Some myths in Greek mythology might explain 
a mystery or reveal a dark secret about a god or 
goddess. Myths showed how people or gods and 
goddesses could be punished or rewarded for their 
actions. 

Some of the most exciting myths in Greek 
mythology have monsters in them. The monster myths 
have a hero, a creepy monster and a battle between 
the hero and the monster. Greek children enjoyed 
hearing these myths because they knew the monsters 
weren’t alive. 

Greek myths were recorded years later for 
people to read and enjoy. Myths still mystify and 
delight readers of all ages. 
--------------------------------------------------

Highlight all the silent letter y /i/ words in 

y /i/ would, some, their, were
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Coastal Crash
It started off as a normal day. I planned to 

ride my bike along the coastal road to pick up a box 
of cereal and some milk for my mom at the local 
grocery store. I grabbed my helmet, wallet and 
jacket in the closet, hopped on my bike and began to 
pedal. 

A postal truck passed me on my right along 
the busy, coastal road. After that, I spotted a car 
in a chase with the police screeching down the road. 
I swerved to get out of the way, but fell off my 
bike. A neighbor came out and asked if I was okay. 
He took a handkerchief from his pocket and handed 
it to me. I had a bad cut on my right leg that had 
started to bleed. It was tough to walk, too. 

My neighbor went to inform my mom about 
what happened. Mom decided a trip to the general 
hospital emergency room might be the best thing. 
My bike was a total wreck. I looked back and shook 
my head. I guess I’m grateful I didn’t get badly 
hurt. 

Highlight all the –al and -et words in 

Schwa -al and -et busy, tough
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A Day Off
Dalton, the wise king, was filled with 

boredom. He longed for his kingdom to be more 
lively. Even his pet falcon, Jason, brought him no 
happiness. Dalton was a person who needed freedom 
to do what he wished. But being a king meant he had 
to stay inside his kingdom all the time. 

Dalton’s boredom felt like a prison. He 
thought hard and realized he seldom left his throne. 
He had enough, so he packed up his falcon, took off 
his crimson robe, and dressed up as a common 
person instead of a king. 

Dalton found someone to take him for a ride 
in a wagon. He passed a field of bison, until hours 
later, they reached the seaside. Dalton thanked the 
driver and climbed out of the wagon, falcon in hand. 

He breathed in the salty air and looked out 
over the horizon. It felt good to be a common 
person without the hassles of the kingdom, even for 
just one day. Jason, the falcon, enjoyed a flight over 
Dalton’s head as he swooped through the sky, high 
across the waves.  

Highlight all the –om and -on words in 

Schwa –om and -on
enough, thought, 
someone, through 
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Mother’s Day
It was Monday. That meant less than a week 

until Mother’s Day. My brother and I still needed to 
come up with a wonderful gift, but we didn’t have a 
ton of money. I knew what mom would say. “It’s okay, 
honey. Just make me a lovely card.” But my brother 
and I had to do better than a card this year. 

My brother and I were going to buy a 
combined gift, so we sat at the computer looking for 
an idea. “How about a dozen blossoms in a vase?” I 
asked. My brother just shook his head. He had a 
better plan. He thought Mom would love a game called, 
“Barrel of Monkeys.” It was my turn to shake my 
head. We sat wondering what to do.

Then I got an idea! It was like nothing our 
mother had ever had. Mom might not like a dozen 
blossoms in a vase, but she sure would like a dozen 
tasks done. We decide to make a booklet of tickets. 
Each ticket could be cashed in for one task, which we 
agree to complete. Our mother was going to love it!       

Highlight all the schwa o words in 

Schwa o (short u)
buy, would, were,
nothing, sure
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On The Radio
Mario sat at the kitchen table one morning, 

eating a bowl of Cheerios and milk. The radio was 
playing the typical morning talk show. Mario wished 
there was less chatter and more songs. He looked 
out onto the patio, ate his cereal and listened.

Just then a contest was announced by the 
DJ. The audio wasn’t very clear, so Mario adjusted 
the reception on his radio. That’s when he heard 
the grand prize: The tenth caller would win a trip to 
the studio to record their own song! “Wow!” thought 
Mario. “I’ve always wanted to record my own song 
in a studio.” Hoping to be caller number ten, he 
quickly began to dial the number to the radio show.

Mario belonged to a trio of singers that had 
played for a few years. They weren’t well known, 
but this contest could change that. He waited on the 
line when suddenly, a cheerful radio voice told him, 
“Hey! You are the tenth caller. You win a trip to the 
studio!” Mario jumped for joy. He couldn’t wait to 
tell the trio the good news.  

Highlight all the i /e-o/ words in 

i /e-o/
talk, their, there, 
thought, would, could
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The Antique Shop
Monique Boutique is a fancy, antique shop 

run my by Grandmother, Monique. Grandma Monique 
used to reside in Paris, but relocated to the states 
about twenty years ago.

Grandma Monique always dreamed of 
owning her own antique shop. She collected rare 
pieces at estate sales and yard sales and kept them 
safe in her basement. She finally ran out of room 
and decided to open Monique Boutique. 

Monique Boutique is located in a picturesque 
part of town. Behind the boutique is a duck pond 
and to the left are rolling hills. Grandma Monique 
enjoys talking about a set of old plaques she keeps 
whenever anyone comes in to look around. 

Monique Boutique is a unique, antique shop. 
Grandma Monique likes to display knick-knacks, and 
odds and ends when you first walk in. She thinks 
they might make a unique, birthday gift to buy for 
someone. Monique Boutique is a rare find among 
ordinary shops.

Highlight all the consonant –que /k/ words in 

-que /k/ talking, walk, 
buy, anyone 
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Walter The Watchdog
Walter the watchdog was always ready to 

watch his property. Each night, his owner, Waldo, 
gave Walter a waffle and a bowl of water, patted 
him on the back and sent him on the porch.

Waldo and Walter’s home was near a 
waterfall on the waterfront. Walter and Waldo 
could hear the rushing water any time of day. 
Walter enjoyed waterfalls, but he really loved being 
a watchdog. He imagined catching thieves and 
sending them to jail. 

One stormy night, Walter was in his usual 
place on the porch. It was cold and windy, but he 
did not wallow. Walter could hear footsteps on the 
sidewalk. They seemed to be getting closer! 
Walter’s ears perked up and he let out a loud howl 
and a bark. A would be thief spotted Walter, turned 
around and ran. Walter’s barking grew louder and 
woke Waldo. When Waldo realized that Walter 
spooked a thief away, he was sure to give him extra 
waffles for a job well done. Good boy, Walter!

Highlight all the a /o/ words in 

a /o/
could, would, 
sure, done
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The Thoughtful Daughter
Wanda was a thoughtful daughter to her 

mother. Her mother taught her how to bake her own 
loaves of bread (instead of buying store-bought), 
tend a garden, and even change a flat tire if 
needed. Wanda never gave those things a second-
thought, but knew they’d come in handy. 

Since Wanda’s Mom was in a wheelchair, 
Wanda had become self-taught in even more tasks. 
She caught fish and brought it home for dinner, 
bought groceries at the market, and trained her 
naughty brother to clean up his room when he was 
told. Wanda was fraught with handy skills, and she 
was proud of it. 

Even though Wanda was a thoughtful 
daughter, she sometimes felt like all of the tasks 
her mother needed help with were an onslaught. Her 
mother felt badly and realized Wanda needed some 
time off to relax. She thanked Wanda for 
thoughtfulness and rethought the many tasks she 
had given her to complete. 

Highlight all the aught and ought words in 

aught and ought buying, though, were, many
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Finding Caterpillars
Crawling among the cedar trees, poplar 

trees and milkweed, a caterpillar munches its way 
through leaves to grow plumper. Inching forward, it 
finds an orchard to spend its final days before it 
transforms into a butterfly. 

Edward walks towards the same orchard. 
He’s wearing a pair of binoculars and a lanyard. His 
collar itches in the hot summer heat. Edward hopes 
to find a monarch caterpillar and take it home with 
him. He walks upward towards a hill in the orchard, 
stops to check his calendar, and continues forward. 

It’s a regular summer day, but hunting for 
monarch caterpillars can be tricky. They blend in, 
making it hard to locate one. Edward wishes he had 
invented a sonar tool to find caterpillars. 

The caterpillar munches through one last 
milkweed pod and rests on a branch. Edward inches 
toward the branch and spots it. Using a circular 
container, he gently places the caterpillar inside. His 
search is complete.   

Highlight all the ar /er/ words in 

ar /er/ walk, through 
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A New Inventor
Taylor Victor was a skilled doctor. People 

sought her as an advisor. Taylor was also an author 
of science fiction and biography. But what Doctor 
Victor wished for most was to become an inventor.

Doctor Taylor had a workshop in her 
basement, where she could spend time tinkering and 
designing. She wanted to be an inventor of a new 
kind of baby monitor. She tested it many times, but 
there were a few factors that kept it from 
operating properly. She needed a mentor or advisor 
that could do her the favor of offering some help. 

Doctor Taylor Victor called Trevor Windsor, 
a trusted councilor and director of new inventors. 
Trevor could offer free labor and had a great 
sense of humor. He detected a minor error, prior to 
turning the monitor on. Trevor was a skilled 
evaluator of problems. Once he and Doctor Taylor 
fixed the error, the monitor went on! Thanks to 
Trevor Windsor, Doctor Taylor Victor was able to 
make her dream come true. 

Highlight all the consonant or /er/ words in 

or /er/ people, where, could, once
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Warthogs
What’s that warty, hog looking animal you 

see? It’s a warthog! A warthog may not seem as 
warm and sweet as a pink pig on a farm to some 
people, but they enjoy an interesting life. 

A warthog has a lot of, you guessed it, 
WARTS! Warts are all over the top of their flat 
heads. The warts protect their skin, which is mostly 
bald. They have four, sharp tusks and more hair on 
their backs. Their hind quarters may have some hair.

Some may wonder if a warthog is a fierce 
fighter because they can run so rapidly. If a 
warthog is in danger, it will usually choose flight 
instead of fight. 

When a warthog is warm, it will cool off in 
water or mud. Birds assist warthogs by pecking at 
and eating tiny insects off their backs. 

Warthogs live and raise their babies in dens. 
They may give birth to up to four, baby warthogs at 
a time. The baby warthogs will stay with their 
mothers until about four months old. Warthogs are 

more than just warts! *Highlight all the war words in 

war their, people, some, because
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Skateboarding
Are you interested in skateboarding, but 

have never tried it? Skateboarding is a fun way to 
get exercise. Some people prefer it to riding a 
bicycle or scooter. 

You will want to get a sturdy skateboard 
with wheels that are well attached to the board. 
Next, make sure you have a fitted helmet and pads 
for your knees, elbows, and wrists. Those are the 
spots most likely to get hurt if you fall off the 
skateboard.

Most skilled skateboarders enjoy 
skateboarding at a skate park. There’s lots of 
ramps and places to try vertical tricks. You’ll want 
to have plenty of practice on flat surfaces first 
before trying vertical tricks on a skateboard. 

Once you have mastered skateboarding, 
there are contests for skateboarders to show off 
their skills. If skateboarding becomes more than 
just a hobby, you may want to enter one day!

Highlight all the oar words in 

oar /or/ some, want, sure, 
there, once, their
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WWW
We know WWW stands for the World Wide 

Web, but do you know how the internet got started?
Tim Berners-Lee, credited as the inventor 

of the World Wide Web, enjoyed playing with trains 
as a child. As he grew up, he traded in trains for 
working with computers.

Tim was looking for a seamless way to pass 
along information between computers. There was a 
lot of hassle and legwork to have to login to one 
computer, find what you were looking for, and then 
login to a different computer, possibly with a new 
program and network to find different information. 

Tim worked for CERN and presented his idea 
for the World Wide Web in 1989. People were 
interested in his plans, but needed to know more.
How could Tim send information rapidly over the 
internet? By the end of 1990, Tim took the 
guesswork out for people and made his first 
webpage. Tim’s plan laid the framework and a new 
wave of innovation began all over the world.

Highlight all the wor /er/ words in 

wor /er/ there, would, were, people
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Earth’s Water
Have you heard that Earth is called the blue 

planet? Why do you think Earth is known as the 
blue planet? If you guessed because of all the 
water on Earth, you are right!

Earth is mostly water, but not all of it is 
for drinking. Only a very small amount of the water 
on planet Earth is for drinking. Most of it is salt 
water. Drinking salt water to quench your thirst is 
unheard of for humans. It could dehydrate you very 
quickly and make you sick. 

So how much of Earth’s water is fresh 
water? Less than three percent of Earth’s water is 
fresh water. If you search for it, most of that 
fresh water is trapped in icecaps, ground water or 
glaciers (gla-shers). Research shows that of the 
tiny three percent of fresh water, only 0.3 percent 
can be used for drinking. That is not a lot at all!

So what can we learn from knowing Earth 
doesn’t have a lot of drinking water? Isn’t it time 
we find ways to protect this life saver?

Highlight all the ear /er/ words in 

ear /er/ because, only, could
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A Miracle
Rex was staring out his bedroom window one 

morning. He noticed cirrus clouds and thought to 
himself, “Could be a rain storm in a few days.” 
Cirrus clouds seemed a bit irrelevant to him, though. 
What Rex needed was a miracle. 

A miracle you might ask? What was wrong 
with Rex? Was he ill? Well, not exactly. Rex was 
irritated because he didn’t want to move to a new 
neighborhood. Leaving his home was going to be 
rough. But his parents insisted that he would love 
the new home they bought last week.

Since Rex heard the news, he became 
irrational. So he spent a great deal of time moping 
in his bedroom, staring in the mirror with a mad 
face, or doodling in his sketchbook. It would take a 
miracle for his parents to stay in this home. 

Rex decided to stop being so irritated and 
talk with his parents. He’d tell them how leaving 
their home would hurt his spirit. Maybe he could 
reason with them. What would you do?

Highlight all the ir /eer/ words in 

ir /eer/ thought, rough, talk, 
though, could, would
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Build Your Vocabulary
If you want to build your vocabulary,
It is customary to use a dictionary.

A dictionary can be found in a library,
Or maybe with a secretary.

If you want to build your vocabulary,
It is necessary to be a visionary.

Don’t build it to be contrary,
Use it to be extraordinary.

If you want to build your vocabulary,
You may sometimes use a glossary.
It’s in the back, so be discretionary,

Look carefully, not arbitrarily.

Building your vocabulary isn’t momentary,
It may not be hereditary.

But make sure it is necessary,
And you may become quite literary.

Highlight all the consonant -ary words in 

-ary sure, build
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Forty-Four
Forty-four have been essential,

Presidential and influential.
Forty-four have not been judicial,

But sometimes have to be confidential.

Forty-four have been special,
They’ve been sworn in to be official.
Their speeches are quite substantial,

And they try to remain impartial.

Forty-four have been crucial,
To America, they are partial.

Their job is never circumstantial,
And they try to remain quite social.

Who are the forty-four you ask,
So special to the states?

We’ve had forty-four presidents.
Influential candidates.

Highlight all the ti, si, and ci words in 

ti, si, ci their, who, they, sometimes
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Touchdown!
My cousin and I organized a game of touch 

football over our vacation. My cousin asked if he could 
invite his younger, twin brothers to join the game. I 
knew that might be a case of double trouble, but I 
agreed to it.

On the day of the touch football game, we all 
met in the country, at a field behind the library. The 
grass was a little damp and muddy, but we didn’t 
mind. My cousin brought a couple of cases of icy cold 
water. It was enough for us to drink at half time or 
time outs.

The game began and the double trouble twins 
were helping to win the game. I wasn’t sure how my 
team was going to beat them at touch football. My 
cousin’s team was tough, but we needed a winning 
touchdown or suffer a major loss. 

My younger brother kicked the ball. The 
double trouble twins tried to intercept, but missed! 
One of my younger teammates caught the ball and 
ran to the end zone. TOUCHDOWN! 

Highlight all the ou /u/ words in 

ou short u /u/ enough, tough, were, sure 
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Garbage Woes
Garbage is something people make a lot of 

every day. Even one package might have garbage just 
from all the packing supplies. Garbage can be found all 
over our planet. So how do we manage the garbage we 
have?

On average, most of the garbage we have 
comes from paper. The percentage of paper garbage 
in a landfill is about forty percent. Our paper usage is 
substantial. We need it for lots of things. But is it 
possible to salvage some of the paper to be used in 
new ways rather than sitting as garbage?

We can encourage people to recycle instead 
of throwing paper in the garbage. Right now, only half 
of all the paper used is recycled. That means the rest 
is just sitting there in, you guessed it, garbage. 

If we looked at an image of Earth from 
space, we might see two major sites: The Great Wall 
of China and a huge landfill filled with garbage sitting 
in New York. Isn’t it time to manage our garbage in a 
smarter way?

Highlight all the -age words in 

-age something, people, there
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The Thrift Shop
Mary Chamberlain owns a thrift shop at the 

foothills of a mountain in a tiny village in Great 
Britain. Each day, Mary Chamberlain goes for a 
short hike in the mountains. Then she climbs back 
down and opens her thrift shop.

Mary Chamberlain has a certain style for 
things she wishes to stock in her thrift shop. When 
people ask to drop bags of goods off as donations 
to be sold there, Mary Chamberlain looks them over 
carefully.

Shoppers can be certain they will find 
bargains each time they shop at Mary 
Chamberlain’s thrift shop. She sells fountains for a 
backyard birdbath and vintage, porcelain dolls. 

Sometimes, people come looking for 
costumes to dress up. One man found a captain’s 
costume, while another lady found a villain costume. 
Mary Chamberlain is pleased to see her shoppers 
finding bargains.

Highlight all the -ain words in 

-ain goes, there, sometimes, people
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Nature Adventure 
Over the summer, Mom and Dad planned a 

nature adventure. My older sister thought a nature 
adventure sounded like torture, but we managed to 
coax her to come along.

On the day we ventured out on our nature 
adventure, Mom and Dad gave us a short lecture on 
safety in the woods. Dad reminded us what to do if 
we came across a wild creature. Mom reminded us 
what to do if we tripped and got a fracture. After 
their lecture, we made our departure!

The nature adventure began in a wide pasture. 
Next to the pasture was a narrow trail. I was hoping 
to capture an image of a wild creature on my camera. 
But I knew I had to be quiet as I walked. One loud 
gesture could spook a wild creature and my moment 
would be lost. 

The nature adventure continued through wide 
open trails, mature and immature plants and trees, 
and a cool pond to rest at the end. I knew if I kept 
waited calmly, my wild creature would soon show up. 

Highlight all the -ture words in 

-ture there, would
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Hero or Villain?
A hero can be famous, 

Adventurous and boisterous.
A hero might be nervous, 

Perilous or generous.

A villain can be villainous,
Monstrous and dangerous.

A villain is slanderous,
Jealous and disastrous.

Will you be a hero?
Be wondrous and marvelous.
It might be a bit rigorous,
But you can be stupendous.

Or will you be a villain?
Mutinous and clamorous.

It might be quite hazardous,
And even a bit ridiculous!

Highlight all the -ous words in 

-ous
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Presentation Jitters
Constance waited at the entrance of the 

banquet hall. Her feelings of hesitance and 
reluctance were not helping her prepare for the 
speech she had to give to a huge audience. Her 
nervousness had become a hindrance. Sweaty hands 
didn’t make holding her index cards easier. How was 
she going to get past this?

Constance had sought guidance from her 
teacher and explained that she didn’t enjoy speaking 
in front of crowds. Her teacher’s assurance helped 
a little, but Constance needed even more assistance.

She sought the advice of her older brothers 
and sisters. How did they get over their jitters? 
Each sibling reminded her of the importance of 
remaining calm and relaxed. But how?

It was almost time for Constance to give 
her presentation. Her strong performance was 
important. Slowly, she took deep breaths, and 
walked up to the stage, hoping her fears would 
make a quick disappearance. 

Highlight all the -ance words in 

-ance where, their, would
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The Science Fair
The Science Fair at our school is a way to 

feature persistence and excellence. Students show 
their intelligence in a certain aspect of science, and 
showcase it for an audience. 

Students pick a science topic they wish to 
learn more about. They are expected to conduct an 
experiment and show the evidence. This takes 
careful planning. After conducting the experiment 
and gathering evidence, students need to write a 
report and create a display of their work for the 
Science Fair.

Teachers have a brief conference with each 
student before they present. Every sentence in their 
report must be double checked. There must be no 
interference from parents. Students need to show  
confidence in their project without the dependence 
of adults.

Does entering a science Fair interest you? If 
it does, contact your science teacher and let them 
know!

Highlight all the -ence words in 

-ence there, every, their, does
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Theatrical Performance
Mrs. Focal was the drama teacher at our 

school. Each spring, she organized a theatrical 
performance for the students. The audience enjoyed 
her theatrical performances because they were 
whimsical and comical. She would have the crowd in 
stitches!

This year, Mrs. Focal wanted to start 
planning early. She gathered a committee to help 
brainstorm some plans. Most agreed that a 
whimsical and comical play was the best way to go. 
Mrs. Focal wished to make the performance a 
musical, and add vocal singing to each act. Others on 
her committee had different plans. They wanted a 
classical performance play with no vocal singing 
parts at all. They even suggested a performance of 
something magical or mystical. 

It was a tough decision to make. How could 
Mrs. Focal consider each one’s plans and make it 
work? She finally came up with a compromise to 
put on a classical, but magical, whimsical musical!

Highlight all the -cal words in 

-cal tough, were, others, they, could
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A National Memorial
When you think of places in Washington D.C. 

to visit, the White House is probably at the top of 
your list. We’d all love to catch a peek at the 
president, working in the Oval Office. But 
Washington, D.C. is also known for its solemn 
memorials.

When you take a trip to Washington, D.C., 
there are many memorials dedicated to people who 
risked their lives to uphold the freedom that the 
United States enjoys each day. These memorials are 
not trivial spots on a map. They mean a great deal 
to those people who lost family members or friends.

When you walk around the memorials in 
spring or summer, you may notice the perennial 
flowers growing or tourists preparing to give a 
testimonial of their trip to a memorial. 

All memorials in Washington, D.C. are free 
for everyone to visit and pay their respects. It is 
an important part of United State’s history.

Highlight all the -ial words in 

-ial their, there, many, people, 
friends, everyone
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A Glorious Palace
Buckingham Palace in London is a spacious, 

royal home where the Queen of England and some 
of her family resides. There are 775 glorious rooms 
in the palace. This might make some people envious 
at the thought of such a huge number of rooms. 
Others might be curious or even a bit suspicious. 
What exactly is in Buckingham Palace?

The spacious, Buckingham Palace has fifty-
two luxurious bedrooms. Some of those bedrooms 
are for guests staying over. There are one hundred, 
eighty-eight, illustrious staff bedrooms, ninety-two 
offices for staff and seventy-eight bathrooms! 
Doesn’t the thought of cleaning all those rooms 
make you a little delirious?

Over four hundred, industrious people work 
at Buckingham Palace. You’ll find the palace has its 
own post office, swimming pool, cinema and police 
station, too. Would you like to see the inside of the 
glorious, Buckingham Palace?

Highlight all the -ious words in 

-ious thought, where, there, doesn’t would
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Surprise Party
My dad was turning fifty soon, so we thought 

we’d show how much we love and appreciate him with 
a surprise birthday party. We couldn’t wait to get to 
the hall and begin to decorate. 

Not wanting to humiliate him in front of his 
friends, we decided on some stories and jokes that 
would stimulate a conversation about our dad. I would 
initiate it by talking about the time Dad tried to 
fumigate the kitchen and we had to evacuate. Yikes! 
Thankfully we were all safe!

Adding fifty candles may not be appropriate 
on Dad’s cake, so we found two candles shaped like a 
five and a zero. That way when Dad goes to blow 
them out, it wouldn’t frustrate him. Then we’ll hand 
him a birthday crown to congratulate him on turning 
fifty!

My family and I are proud of Dad, and would 
like to nominate him for a Dad of The Year award 
every year. That may depreciate the value of being 
an extra special dad, though. We hope our love will 
radiate as we celebrate him at his surprise party!

Highlight all the –iate and -ate words in 

-iate and -ate though, could, would, 
were, every
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Magic Magician
A magician is to magic,
As a musician is to song.
An optician is to glasses,

As a technician can fix what’s wrong. 

A physician is to medicine,
As a dietician is to fare.
An electrician is to lights,
As a beautician is to hair.

A mathematician is to numbers,
As a statistician is too.

A cosmetician is to beauty,
As a politician needs you!

--------------------------------------------
Highlight all the -cian words in 

-cian what
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The New Couch
The day my little sister spilled grape juice all 

over our family room couch, was the day my mother 
insisted it was time to buy a new couch. The stain 
was quite noticeable. When Dad noticed it, he was 
agreeable to a new couch, too.

We piled in the car and headed to an 
affordable, furniture store. It was an enjoyable car 
ride as we chatted about what kind of couch we 
hoped to get for the family room. When we arrived 
at the affordable, furniture store, there was a sign 
outside that read, “Unbeatable Prices!” Mom hoped 
the style couch she had in mind would be available.

After searching for half an hour, we finally 
saw the couch we wanted. Dad said, “Let’s give it a 
test drive.” We all sat down. This couch would not 
only fit all of us, but it was comfortable, too. Mom 
checked the price tag. It was reasonable and 
available in the color she wanted. I wondered if it 
was replaceable if grape juice spilled on it. That’s 
when everyone shouted, “No juice in the family 
room!” *Highlight all the -able words in 

-able buy, there, would, 
only, everyone
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A New Convertible?
It’s hard to believe, but my grandmother 

just bought a brand new convertible. When she 
drove it into our driveway last Saturday afternoon,  
we were speechless. When she spoke of buying a 
convertible in the past, we always thought she 
meant a small, collectible, toy convertible. Nope. This 
was the real thing. 

We wondered how it was possible for 
Grandma to buy a convertible. She explained how 
the salesman helped her manage to buy it with 
flexible payments. Grandma was always a 
responsible and sensible shopper, so seeing her in a 
convertible was a bit incomprehensible. 

Grandma showed us a button to press to 
make the roof collapsible. Then she put on her 
baseball cap and asked who wanted to go for a ride 
down the beach. It appeared Grandma was invincible 
in her new convertible. Nobody was going to stop 
her! So we hopped in the backseat and said, “Let’s 
roll!” *Highlight all the -ible words in 

-ible buying, thought, bought
were, meant, nobody 
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Lights And Display Contest
The holiday season is here once again. Our 

town is ready to begin a lights and display contest. 
It is a collaborative way to make the shop windows 
more decorative. Each shop in town will compete to 
have the most creative and impressive display in 
their windows. Each shop should be ready for the 
yearly, festive, Light The Night parade. This event is 
massive and always draws a huge crowd.

Shops start thinking of inventive ways to 
make their windows look the most impressive to 
onlookers. There’s a lot more planning and initiative 
than just hanging a string of lights in the window. 
Some shops will even have a holiday locomotive 
racing on tracks as shoppers pass by. That is 
always a big hit with the little kids.

Town representatives come to judge the 
shop windows. They walk by each window and make 
a final choice for the winner. The most decorative 
and creative shop is announced at the tree lighting. 
I can’t wait to see who wins this year! 

Highlight all the -ive words in 

-ive who, their
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The Lost Necklace
Lady Horace was a wreck. Her brand new 

ruby necklace had slipped through a grate in the 
furnace at her spacious palace. She needed to get the 
ruby necklace back to wear to the ball that night.
When it slipped through the grate in the furnace, 
Lady Horace wasn’t sure it would ever resurface. She 
decided to call Wallace, the palace technician. 

When Wallace showed up to Lady Horace’s 
bedroom, he could tell by the grimace on her face 
that the necklace was very special to her. “Do not 
fret, my lovely lady,” said Wallace. “I will fetch the 
ruby necklace in no time.” Lady Horace’s grimace 
turned into a half smile. She trusted Wallace to 
retrieve the necklace. 

Wallace opened his tool box and went right to 
work. He tinkered around the furnace for thirty 
minutes, when finally, he could reach the clasp of the 
ruby necklace. Wallace reached in carefully and fished 
the necklace out! When the necklace was returned to 
Lady Horace, a feeling of solace came over her. She 
graciously thanked Wallace for his skilled work.

Highlight all the -ace words in 

-ace through, sure, could, would
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Notice At The Office
I was working one day as an apprentice at a 

law office downtown, when Alice the mail carrier 
delivered a notice to my boss. It was sent all the way 
from Venice and looked urgent. I thanked Alice and 
brought it into my boss right away.

Ms. Beatrice, my boss, had had a law practice 
for twenty years. She’d seen it all until the notice 
from Venice arrived. Ms. Beatrice had a concerned 
look on her face. Since I was only a novice, I thought 
it was best to leave her alone. 

Ms. Beatrice informed me that there was a 
great injustice done to one of her clients in Venice. 
She needed help tracking down notes she had taken on 
the client from three years ago. As an apprentice, my 
job was mainly filing and taking phone messages, but I 
felt confident that I could assist Ms. Beatrice. I 
located the notes and brought them into her office 
directly. 

The next thing I knew, Ms. Beatrice was 
booking the next flight to Venice. I wonder what 
injustice could have been done?

Highlight all the -ice words in 

-ice
only, thought, there, 
great, what, could
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Bakery Mystery
A powdery trail was left from the display 

case to the back entrance of the Village Bakery. 
Someone had stolen three dozen, buttery cupcakes 
last night and Mr. Archery was trying to find out 
who conducted such thievery. 

There were several shops near the Village 
Bakery. Mr. Archery took a walk to the flower 
nursery first to ask if they noticed anything fishy. 
The owner just shook his head no. Mr. Archery tried 
the gallery, the winery, and local eatery. It was the 
first time that each shop owner had heard of the 
robbery. Sadly, Mr. Archery had no leads to solve 
the mystery.

He walked back to the bakery to start some 
cake orders. As he entered the supply room to grab 
some flour and sugar, he saw the same powdery 
trail again. He followed it and this time it lead to 
the embroidery shop next to the bakery. Mr. 
Archery was in utter shock. Could this be the one 
clue that would help him solve the missing cupcake 
mystery? *Highlight all the -ery words in 

-ery walked, sugar, someone,
there, were, again,, could, would
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College Tour
Part of our summer camp activities included 

a trip to the local university campus. The camp 
counselors would come along with tour guides. We 
met the guides at the university directory near the 
entrance of the campus. After hearing a brief 
history of the university, we began our tour.

Our first stop was at a dormitory. All the 
campers, including myself, enjoyed seeing where 
university students stayed when they lived away at 
school. It made me wonder if they were homesick.

The next stop was to a science laboratory. 
There were long lab tables with tools, stools, and 
wash stations. Once I saw what a university 
laboratory looked like, I knew I could picture 
myself working in one someday.

The last stop on our tour was to the history 
hall, where a lecture was just about to begin. 
Students taking summer classes filled the rows of 
seats in the lecture hall. Life at a university seemed 
like it was an exciting experience!

Highlight all the -ory words in 

-ory where there, were, again, once
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The Medicine Heroine
Dr. Pearl Kendrick contracted pertussis, or 

whooping cough, at the age of three. Pertussis is an 
upper respiratory infection and considered a deadly 
disease. If you examined someone with pertussis, 
they would have a terrible cough. Years ago, many 
children died from pertussis. The best that many 
cities or towns could do to prevent the spread of 
pertussis, was to have a quarantine. 

Dr. Pearl Kendrick survived the deadly 
disease. As she became an adult, she created a life-
saving vaccine for pertussis. When people got the 
vaccine, it built up their immune system, which  
prevented them from getting pertussis. By 1943, Dr. 
Pearl Kendrick’s vaccine, an incredible gift to 
medicine, was widely used and became a routine 
shot at checkups. 

Dr. Pearl Kendrick helped to create an even 
stronger vaccine that prevented other diseases. 
Thanks to her efforts, she has saved many lives, 
which makes her a medicine heroine. 

Highlight all the -ine words in 

-ine
their, cough, people, built 
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One In A Million
One million has six zeros.

What a huge number to count.
But once you start talking millions,
You might imagine a higher amount.

One billion has nine zeros. 
Now that’s an even bigger number to count.

But once you start talking billions,
You might imagine a higher amount.

One trillion has twelve zeros.
Wow! That must be the biggest number to count.

But once you start talking trillions,
You might imagine a higher amount.

So what’s bigger than a trillion? 
Has it ever crossed your mind?
Quadrillion is the next biggest.

With fifteen zeros you will find.
-------------------------------------------------

Highlight all the -ion words in 

-ion talking, once
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